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PREFACE

Figures of Speech In Lucretius * De Renna Natura 
form such a vital part that one can scarcely conceive his 
great poem without them* Deprived of these many, beauti
ful and artistically written figures, the poem would lose 
much of Its value and charm* At times the figures do not 
materially add to the beauty or meaning of the poem, in 
reality, they are the De Rerum Natura Itself*

The purpose of this dissertation is to investi
gate the use of the major figures of speech by Lucretius, 
and in addition to elucidate his poetical ability and to 
show an appreciation of his literary tendencies by an 
aesthetic study*

The rhetorical figures of speech checked for this 
study are simile, metaphor, alliteration, personification, 
metonymy, hyperbole and litotes* The grammatical figures 
are apocope, compound adjectives and archaism* These were 
chosen out of the great variety found in the poem as best 
suited to illustrate the poetic and literary qualities of 
Lucretius* In several instances the same passage was 
found to contain more than one figure and consequently 
is listed more than once*

Slight variations in textual reading were ob
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served to cause a change in the literary figure under 
which a passage might be listed* This was especially 
true of the metaphor and the simile; and again in regard 
to personification and metonymy when the metonymy referr
ed to a person* It would seem in a few instances that 
what Lucretius considered hyperbole would appear a state
ment of fact in the light of present day knowledge* The 
same was true of litotes*

The figures checked were listed in the order 
in which they occur in each book* Neither philosophical 
nor scientific significance of the ideas was included 
in this study so no attempt was made to group the 
figures according to the content*

Because this paper bulks up very largely for 
a master's thesis, the Latin to crrespond with the 
English translation is .omitted* References however 
have been cited carefully so that any passage may be 
verified.

The following Latin texts have been used*
H* A. J, Munro, W* A, Merrill, C. Giussani, J, H, W.
Lee and C. Bailey* Both Munro and Rouse translations 
have been used where necessary* Other works will be 
noted in the bibliography*



SIMILE

A simile is a figure of speech in which two 
objects, unlike except one particular, are compared. 
Like, as, and so introduce the comparisons.

One of the distinguishing characteristics of a 
poet is the ability to visualize the relationship be
tween unlike objects.

fhis comparison is expressed in similes. The 
poet, Lucretius, employs this figure in explaining sci
entific matters in his De Rerum Natura, Book I contains 
the following similes:

As a great poet, Lucretius uses a simple com
parison which demands unquestioning acceptance. His 
first simile reads as follows:

So that you may readily believe many bodies 
to be common to many things as we see letters to be common to words,
(196 sq. )

Again in his comparison it is very simple but 
contributes to his argument, that all things are made 
up of "fixed material," It is in the form of a rhe
torical question:

Why could not nature produce men so large, 
that they could wade through the deep sea 
as a ford and tear asunder great mountains 
with their hands and outlive many generations



of life, if It is not because fixed material is assigned for making things from which 
what can arise is fixed? (199 sq, )

His argument of the disintegration of rocks
supports his views on the beginning of things—

Nor further when things grow old by age 
and wasting, nor with rocks hanging over 
the aea, and being eaten away by the 
corrosive salt, could you discern what 
they lost on each occasion« therefore 
nature works by means of bodies unseen«(325 sq*)

After opening his subject with simple com
parisons which force assent of Memnius, Lucretius 
proceeds with more technical ideas, "if there is as 
much body in a ball of wool as in a ball of lead it 
is fitting that they both weigh the same." (360 sq«)

How he is encouraging himself in his difficult 
task and flattering his audience in the following 
beautiful simile;

For as mountain-ranging hounds often find by 
their scent the leaf-hidden resting-place of 
the quarry when onoe they have hit upon cer
tain traces of its path, so will you be able 
for yourself to see one thing after another in 
these matters and to penetrate all unseen 
hiding-places, and draw forth the truth from thence, (404 sq« ) /

■That the history of human love and of human 
society depend upon the existence of things material 
is the theme of his next similes
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If there were no love's fire fanned to 
flame by the beauty of Tyndaris, and 
glowing beneath the breast of Phrygian 
Alexander, would he ever have set alight 
blazing battle of savage war? Ho wooden 
horse unmarked by the sons of Troy would 
ever have set Pergama in flames by its 
nightborn brood of Grecians: so you may 
perceive that thing immaterial done do 
never at all consist or exist in them
selves as body does, nor are said to exist 
in the same way as void? but rather that 
you may properly call them accidents of 
body and of the place in which the things are severally done. (471 sq. )

Now he advances to something more abstract by 
a single comparison: "For heaven's thunderbolt passes 
through walled houses, as sound does and voices."
(489 aq# }

Again he refers to the disintegration of matter:
Then again these elements are at war 
together in many ways, and poison to one 
another. Wherefore when they meet they 
will either perish, or fly apart, as when 
a tempest has gathered we see lightnings and rains and winds fly apart. (759 sq. )

Lucretius justifies his use of figurative 
language in the following:

Next, because the subject is so dark and 
the lines I write so clear, as I touch all 
with the Muses* grace. For even this seems 
not to be out of place, as with children, 
when physicians try to administer rank 
wormwood, they first touch the rims about 
the cups with the sweet yellow fluid of 
honey, that unthinking childhood be deluded as far as the lips. (933 sq. )



BOOK II.

In til© second book the similes continue to praise 
the value of scientific knowledge* The following simile 
discloses the poet*s purpose in the study of natural 
phenomena:

For even as children tremble and fear all 
things in blind darkness, so we In the 
light fear, at times, things that are no 
whit more to be feared, than what children 
shiver at in the dark and Imagine to be 
at hand* This terror of the mind, there
fore, and this gloom must be dispelled, not 
by the sum's rays nor by the bright beams of 
the daylight, but by the aspect and law of 
nature* {55 sq*}

This virile simile follows:
Some nations increase others diminish, 
and in a short space the generations of 
living creatures are changed and like 
runners pass on the torch of life. (75 aq*}

Lucretius is telling Me ¡ami us that the atoms
»

move downwards, but have a slight swerve at uncertain
times, which is the cause of their meeting*

For if they {atoms} were not apt to in
cline, all would fall downwards like 
raindrops through the profound void, no 
collision would take place and no blow 
would be caused amongst the first begin
nings: thus nature would never have 
produced anything* (£21 sq.}

Racing is the subject of the following simile 
in which the poet points out just as the hawap can 
not start running Instantly though they may want to,



so the body does not leap forward as swiftly as 
the thought*

5

The eager fore© of the horses cannot 
burst forth so suddenly as the mind It» self craves«** thus you may see that the 
beginning of motion is made by the 
intelligence* and the action moves on first from the will of the mind* then 
to be passed onwards thru the whole body and limbs* (264 sq*)

Lucretius has given his proof of the conservation 
of Energy} and continues to say that although every-

5 _ »,

thing is in motion the whole seems at rest*
In sharp contrast is the poetic beauty of the 

pastoral picture:
For often on a hill* cropping the rich 
pasture, woolly sheep go creeping whither the grass all sparkling with fresh dew 
tempts and invites each, and full-fed 
lambkins play and butt heads In s ort} 
all which things are seen by us blurred together in the distance, as a kind of 
whiteness resting on a green hill* (316 sq* )

*

Both sound and color are employed in the poet * s
comparisons of scientific reasons—

So that you must never think the harsh 
grating of a strident saw consists of 
elements as smooth as the melodies of 
»  sic which harpers awaken and shape 
on the strings of nimble fingers* (410 sq*) ,

Lucretius has explained that color can be pro
duced by variety of shapes and arrangements*

Then you could easily explain on the spot 
why these things which were black a little



while before can suddenly become a 
shining white| as the sea, when great 
winds have stirred up the surface, turns Into hoary waves with a white sheen*
Or if different seeds that make up the 
sea’s uniform and pure brightness are 
steeped in different colors, even as 
oftentimes from different shapes and 
various figures something square is composed with a uniform figure, then it were fitting that as in the square we 
perceive unlike forms to be contained, 
so on the surface of the deep or in any 
other pure and uniform brightness we 
should perceive various colors very different from one another* (778 sq*)

Color is emphasized by displaying it in the
brightness of light in the followingt

Nay a color is changed by the light it
self, according as the brightness responds 
to a direct or oblique impact of lightj 
even as a dove’s plumage shows Itself in 
the sun, at times it is red as the blazing 
carbuncle, again as emeral green with coral* (799 sq,)

This virile simile is now used:
Therefore nature changes all foods into 
living bodies, and from them brings forth all the feelings of animals, very much 
in the same way as she expands dry sticks 
into flames and turns them all into fire*(879 sq.)



BOOK III,

The address to Epicurus at the opening of Book
III contains this appropriate similes

From thypages, illustrious man, as bees 
in the flowery glades sip all the sweets 
so we likewise feed on all thy golden words,(11 sq,)

This thought is used as a forceful figure in 
several passagesi

for as children tremble and fear everything In the blind darkness, so we in the light 
sometimes fear, what is no more to be feared than 
the things that children in the dark hold in 
terror and imagine will cane true. (87 sq,}

The mortality of the soul is the theme of the next
simile i

Even as it is not easy to tear out the scent 
from lumps of frankincense without its very 
nature being destroyed! so it is not easy to 
draw out mind and spirit from the whole body without the dissolution of all, (327 sq,)

»

The following figure continues the poet's argu
ment in reference to the nature of the sail*

Nor, therefore, since when vessels are 
shattered, you pereeive the water or liquid 
spilt all abroad, and since cloud and smoke 
disperses abroad into the air, believe that 
the spirit also is spread abroad and passes 
away far more quickly and is more speedily dissolved abroad into Its first bodies so 
soon as it has departed withdrawn from the limbs, (434 sq,)



The effect of epilepsy is vividly described!
We have often seen someone constrained on a 
sudden by the violence of disease, who as if 
struck by a thuderbolt falls to the ground.(487 sq,)

The discussion of mind and body includes this 
simile in the argument)

And as hand or eye or nose separated from 
us can neither feel nor be apart, but in®£se they are abandoned to putrefaction, and that soon: so the mind cannot be by it- 
sell without body or without the man himself, 
which body seems to be a kind of vessel for 
it or any other similitude you may choose 
f°T ® close* conjunction, since in fact the oody does cling closely to it. (551 sq* )



BOOK IV.

The first simile of Book IV repeats the picture 
of the sick child already noted in Book I.

But as with children, when their physicians 
try to administer wormwood, they first touch 
the rim of the cups all about with the sweet yellow fluid of honey, that unthinking child
hood may be deluded as far as the lips, ill sq.)
But at with children, when their physicians 
try to administer wormwood, they first touch 
the rim of the cups all about with the sweet 
yellow fluid of honey, that unthinking child
hood may be deluded as far as the lips.

The discussion of light and images includes the 
following comparisons t

You shall now see me begin to deal with what is 
of high importance for this subject, and to 
show that there exist what we call images of 
things | which, like films drawn from the outermost surface of things flit about hither and thither through the air. (29 sq.)
I say, therefore, that semblances and thin shapes 
of things are thrown off from their outer sur
face, which are to be called as it were their 
films or bark, because the image bears a look 
and shape like the body of that from which it 
Is shed to go on its way* (42 sq.}

Strange shapes of the clouds remind the poet of 
images of giantst /

For often giants1 countenances appear to fly 
over and to draw their shadows afar, some
times great mountains to go before and to 
pass by the sun, after them some monster 
pulling and dragging other clouds. (130 sq.)
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The poet analyzes sensation in the following
simile:

We are not wont to feel every single par- 
tide of that wind and that cold« but 
rather the whole at once, and we see that 
the blows take effect upon our body exactly 
as if some object were striking us and 
giving us the feeling of its own body outside« (269 »q*)

A demonstration in physics in lines 270-324 in
cludes this ingenious explanation of images in a mirror:

For this reason, when the approaching image 
hits on the flat of the mirror it is not 
turned round whole, but is thrust out 
straight backwards, Just as if some one 
shoxild dash upon a pillar or beam some 
mask of plaster before it were dry, — and 
if it should keep its shape facing you and 
dash itself off thrown backwards: thus it 
will happen that what was formerly the right 
bye becomes the left, and the left becomes 
the right in exchange« (294 s<i. )

The shape of distant objects is accounted for in
a passage which ends with, simile: "The stone structure
appears as though rounded on a lathe." (361 sq« )

The fading away of images is expressed by this
vivid comparison: "Bays of light pour in and the old are
lost, Just as if wool were drawn into the fire." (361 sq. )

The reflection of the heavens in a shallow puddle
is described in the following simile:

But a puddle of water no more than one finger 
deep, lying between the stones upon a paved 
road offers a view downwards under the earth 
to as great a reach as the open heavens
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yawn on high, so that you seem to look 
down upon the clouds and to see the 
heavenly bodies after a wonderful fashion 
burned in a heaven below the earth, {414 sol. )

The difference in the method of transmission
of light and of sound show that one sound is dispersed
into many, while images go straight:

Besides a voice is distributed abroad in all 
directions, since voices beget other voices 
when one voice uttered has once leapt asunder 
into many, even as a spark of fire is often 
wont to scatter itself fires of its own,
(603 sq*}

Detection of flavor in food is brought out in
this ingenious comparison:

In the first place we, perceive flavor in the 
mouth while we squeeze it out in munching the 
food, as if one haply takes in hand a sponge 
full of water and begins to press it dry,(617 sq.)

The miracle of the various effects of the same
food is developed in these two similes; "For this case
is like the serpent, which when touched by ctan,s spittle
perishes and gnaws Itself to death, {630 sq* )

All creatures that take food, a3 they are 
different in outward appearance and as the 
contour of their shape limits each according 
to its kinds, so they are composed of seeds 
differing in shape, (645 sq*)

/The impact of various odors affect the sen
sation of smell indifferent creatures: "As bees are 
drawn through the air to any distance by the scent 
of honey, so vultures by carrion. (678 sq,)
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Attention Is Important for observing natural

phenomena Is the theme of the next*
And yet even in things plainly visible you 
can observe that If you mind falls to attend,
It Is just as if the thing were all the while 
withdrawn and far removed from you* (811 sq*)

The function of water in animal or plant life
is the basis of this similes

And the bodies of heat gathered in large 
masses, which set our stomach In a blase, 
are scattered abroad by the fluid as it 
comes and extinguished like flame* (872 sq*)

The poet Introduces a comparison using the passion 
of loves "As when in dreams a thirsty man seeks to drink 
and no water is forthcoming, so in love, Venus mocks 
lovers with images*” (1097 sq*)

The torments of conscience and jealousy are vi
vidly described when a chance word "Burns like fire*"
(1138 sq.)

Repetitions produce their Impression upon a 
person just as water falling, wears away stones is the 
conclusion of a long simile at the end of Book IV 
which ends with "Do you not see that even drops of 
water falling upon a stone in the long run beat a way 
through the stone?" (1286 sq*)



BOOK V.

Lucretius warns Meramius that the universe will 
be destroyed and that he must not deem it Irreverent to 
discuss the subject«

I will expound to you many consolations In 
words of wisdom; lest by some chance bitted 
and bridled by religion you think that earth 
and sun and sky, sea, stars and moon, are of 
divine body and must abide forever: and should therefore believe it right, that like the 
giant* all they should suffer for a monstrous crime, who with their reasoning shake the 
walls of the universe and would quench the 
shining light of the sun In heaven tarnishing things Immortal with mortal speech, (113 sq.)

Everything must have its proper habitat, so the
mind must have a body in order to exist:

For in fact it is not possible that the mind and understanding can be thought able to 
reside in any and every body; just as in the 
upper air there can be no tree, no clouds in 
the salt sea, as fish cannot live on the 
fields, blood cannot be in wood, nor sap in stones, (126 sq,)

The helplessness of various classes of hwim
things contributes to his argument of mortality:

Then further the child, like the sailor 
cast forth by the cruel waves, lies speech» less, in need of every kind of vital 
support, as soon as nature yields him into 
the regions of light, (221 sq,)

and also in:
And in no other way are w© seen to be
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mortal than that we see one another fall 
siok of the same diseases as those whom 
nature has taken away from life* (348 sq,)

Bodies everlasting must be of solid structure
likewise is a contribution to his proofs of mortalityt

Or else the reason why they can endure through 
all time must be, that they are free from 
assaults* even as the void is* which remains untouched and is not a whit affected by blows*(356 sq.)

The poet states his views on the union of soul and
body*

Now do you see how great can be the power of 
a thin nature where it is Joined together with 
a heavy body, as air is joined together with 
earth and the power of mind joined together with us, (561 sq*)

Another property of air is shown in*
It is possible also* that even if the sun's 
fire be not great* yet the glow may pervade 
the air with hot burnings* if by any chance 
the air is so fit and disposed that it can be kindled when struck by small quantities 
of heat, even as at times we see a wide con
flagration fall upon c o m  and straw from one spark* (604 sq,)

The poet's theory of small particles assembling
to make a unit is stated in this picturesque similes

Or because there is a gathering together of 
fires, and many seeds of hear are wont to flow together at a fixed time, which make 
each day and the light of a new sun arise* 
and even as it is said that from the lofty 
mountains of Ida at sunrise scattered 
fires are seen, and then as it were these

father together into one glove and together ora an orb* (660 sq*)
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The heavenly bodies are again the subject of 
the next simile:

The nearer she now glides to the sun’s fire 
from the opposite region through the belt of 
signs* as they hold who suppose the moon 
to be like a ball and to keep the path of 
her course below the sun* (713 sq.)

The poet is shown to be a keen observer of Na
ture in the following simile which describes her fos
tering care of the young:

First the race of winged things and the dif
ferent birds issued from their eggs being . 
hatched inthe springtime, even as now in 
summer the cicadas of their own accord leave 
their filmy husks, to seek life and a living.
(801 sq*)

The function of the earth’s moisture in the
growth of plants is described in: «Nature would direct
thither pores of the earth and make it discharge from
these open veins a liquid like to milk.« (811 sq.)

»

Lucretius, the philosopher, saw the danger 
attached to high position as shown in the following: 
«Since envy like the thunderbolt, usually scorches the 
summits and all those that are elevated above others.« 
(1127 sq.)



BOOK VI.

Knowledge of Nature as the best means of dis
pelling superstitious fear Is again urged in the first 
simile of Book VI. This same comparison has already 
been noted in Book II line 55 sq.

For even as children tremble and fear all 
things In the blind darkness so we in the light fear at all times things that are no whit more to be feared than what children 
shiver at in the dark and Imagine to be at 
hand, (3S sq,)

The much dreaded omens of the sky are to be pro
perly interpreted and fear destroyed by the discussion 
of the nature of the clouds and lightning.

Since I have undertaken to mount the glorious chariot of the Muses* and to show how arises the fury of the winds* and how when their 
wrath la appeased the omens which were before 
are reversed aa the fury is appeasedj and so 
with all else that men see happening in earth 
and sky* when they are often held in suspense with affrighted wits* and abase their spirits 
through fear of the'gods, keeping them crushed to the earth, (46 sq#)

The poet points out his theory on the Nature of
clouds by a very simple comparison.

Besides* clouds can neither be made of so dense a body as stones and wood* nor again so thin 
as mist and flying smoke• 'or then they must ' 

either fall down by their dead weight like 
stones or like smoke be unable to hold together or to contain cold snow and showers of hail,( 102 sq.)

The description of the noise of storm clouds is



especially vivid for Romas* "Noise of clouds just as at
times a canvas awning makes a creaking noise#" (108 sS.)

Paper rattling presents a more vivid simile for
most modem readers in* "Clouds howl madly rasping noise
like pieces of paper#" (118 sq.)

A lover of the forest is speaking in these lines*
For indeed we often see clouds swept along 
branching in many ways, and ragged} even as leaves rustle, and branches creak, when the 
blasts of the northwest wind blow throgh the 
thick forest* (133 sq#)

The sounds and movements of storm clouds are com
pared to waves and tides of waterI

There are waves also amongst the clouds, which 
in breaking give a kind of low roar, as happens 
likewise in deep rivers and the great sea when 
the rolling tide breaks# (142 sq#)

A knowledge of the working of iron is revealed in
the hissing of lightning as it falls on a wet cloud#

At times also when the burning force of lightning falls from a cloud upon a cloud, if this 
cloud chance to be soaked with water when it 
received the fire, it may destroy it at once 
with a great noise as white hot iron from the 
hot furnace often hisses when we have dipped 
it quickly into cold water# (145 sq.)

Flame swept over a . contain by a tempest of wind
makes a striking figure in*

If further the cloud be drier when it receives the lightning, it is suddenly kindled and 
burns up with a loud din, as if a flame were 
driven over the mountains by a tempest of

17
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winds consuming them with a mighty rush*
And there is no other thing that burns 
with more terrible sound in the crackling flames than the Delphic laurel of Phoebus.
(150 sol. )

Striking fire by use of flint and steel is
compared to the lightning:

It lightens also, when clouds by their 
collision have struck out many seeds of 
fire as if stone or steel should strike 
stone, for then also a light leaps forth 
scattering abroad bright sparks of fire.
(160 s<u )

The natural phenomena has been keenly ob
served in regard to the velocity of sound and of 
light is proven by the similes

The truth of this you may understand from 
another experience: if you should see some
one at a distance cutting down a well grown 
tree with a double headed axe, you see the 
stroke before its thud sounds in your ears; 
so also we see lightning before we hear the 
thunder, which is produced by the same cause 
as the fire and born of the same collision.
(16? 3<W)

That heat is produced by motion was known to 
the poets

When wind has entered a cloud, and moving 
about within the same has made the cloud 
grow thick round the hollow, it becomes hot 
by its own movement— even as you see every
thing become very hot and catch fire by move
ment, and a leaden bullet even melts when it 
is whirled a long distance. (175 sq#)

While the shapes are represented as like to
rocky caverns in: "Clouds you will be able to observe
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their great masses and to see caverns as It were built 
of hanging rocks." (192 sq.)

The terrors of the sound of a thunderbolt could 
probably be lessened as well as described by a compar
ison to the shout of voices: "Thunderbolt passes like 
a shout and voices•" (228 sq.)

A stream of pitch helps to make a vivid picture 
of a storm cloud* "Storm cloud falls like a stream of 
pitch." (260 sq*)

Even the peace loving poet makes use of the 
catapults* "Force of thunderbolts like to that with 
which missiles are carried when discharged from power
ful engines." (330 sq.)

Stone and steel are again employed In explaining 
lightning*

Elements of heat may flow together from Itself and at the same time from that thing which then receives the blow, even as when we strike 
stone with steel, out flies fire, nor do the 
seeds of hot fire any the less run together 
at the blow because steel is a cold thing,(312 sq,)

A vivid picture of a water spout at sea is paint
ed In the following*

“S'

For it happens at times that kind of column 
let down from the sky comes down into the 
sea, around which the waters boll stirred up by the heavy blast of the winds, and if any 
ships are caught in that tumult they are 
tossed about and come into great peril.
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This happens when at times the force of 
the wind then stirred up is unable to 
burst, but presses it down, so that it 
is like a column let down into the sea, 
little by little, as though something were being pushed and stretched out 
towards the waves by a feet and the 
thrust of an arm from above; and when 
the force of the wind has torn it asunder, 
it bursts forth from the cloud upon the sea and causes a wonderful boiling in the waves. (431 sq.)

Two familiar facts of nature are expressed in these
beautiful similes* “For clouds imbibe sea water like
hanging fleeces of wook, when the winds carry them over
the great sea," (500 sq.)

Besides where the clouds are blown thin 
by the winds struck from above by the sun*s heat, they emit rainy moisture and 
drip, as wax over a hot fire melts and 
liquefies. (513 sq.)

An ingenious explanation of tremors of the earth 
is here given*

Sometimes also, when from lapse of time 
a huge mass is rolled forwards from the 
earth into some great and wide pool of 
water, the earth also is moved and shaken 
by the wave of water* even as a vessel 
often cannot remain still unless the 
water within it ceases to be moved about in waves to and fro* (551 sq.)

Personification of earth is inferred by thp sim
iles used to advance the explanation of earthquakes*

Many another city wall has failed by great 
quaklngs in the earth, many cities have 
stink down to destruction in the sea along 
with their inhabitants. But if there is
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no breaking forth, yet the impetuous 
air itself and the furious force of the 
wind is distributed abroad through the many interstices of the earth like an 
ague, and thus transmits the trembling| 
even as when cold penetrates deep into 
our limbs It shakes them, making them 
tremble and quake against our will, (591 sq.)

Some strange facts of nature are considered by
the poet in this similes

In Syria, also, as it is said, another such 
place is to be seenj whither so soon as ever 
fourfooted beasts direct their steps, its 
natural power forces them of themselves heavily 
to fall, as if they were suddenly slain in 
sacrifices to the infernal gods* (756 sq,)

A discussion of natural hot springs contains 
another Inferred personification of earth and a strik
ing similet

Therefore when night has overwhelmed the 
earth with dew-laden shades, the earth sud
denly grows cold to the heart and contracts j 
in this fashion, as though compressed by the 
hand, it presses out into the spring whatever 
seeds of fire it haq, which cause the warm 
touch and heat of the water, (864 sq,)

The comparison of the force of a hot spring and
a familiar natural phenomenon is used in the following*

Besides, there is a force that compels them 
to break out through the water dispersed 
abroad, and then gather them above it. This 
is like the spring of Aradus in the sea, which' 
splashes out sweet water and keeps away the 
salt waters around, (888 sq,)

The poet makes a curious comparison to explain
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the cause of odorsi
There Is a continual flow of odors from 
certain things as there is of cold from 
rivers, heat from the sun, spray from 
the sea-waves, that devourer of walls 
beside the shore. (924 sq#)

Though the poet wishes to discount many powers 
attributed to gods, he seems to be content that the name 
of their food should still connote something most pleas
ing*

The wild-olive gives as great a delight to the 
bearded nanny goat as if it were verily running 
with -Ambrosia and bathed in nectar* Yet nothing 
that has leaves is more bitter to man than this 
food* (970 sq*)

A poetic imagination is revealed in the follow
ing unusual comparison*

This air passes through the many interstices 
in the iron into its small particles, thrust
ing and driving it on as the wind drives a 
ship with its sails* (1031 sq*)

Summary*
There are eighty-three similes in the six 

books of the De Rerum Nature* Book I contains 9} Book 
II, 9) Book III, 6f Book IV, 19j Book V, 12 and Book 
VI, 28*

Lucretius realized that the Roman people of his 
time were unfamiliar with his subject and he made use 
of many similes using every day objects of nature to 
gain an opening for his topic* Without giving offense



he alao suggested that In their reasoning on this par
ticular subject, people were much like children. Both 
of these points were illustrated in the last simile of 
Book I where Lucretius justifies his use of figurative 
language*

"First because my teaching is of high matters and I proceed to unloose the mind from the close 
knots of religion} next because the subject is 
so dark and the lines I write so clear, as I 
touch all with the Muses * grace* As with child
ren, when physicians try to administer rank 
wormwood, they first touch the rims about the cups with the sweet yellow fluid of honey, that, 
unthinking childhood be deluded as far as the 
lips, and mean while may drink up the bitter 
juice of wormwood#"

The poet reveals himself as an accurate ob
server of the facts of Nature and of physical science 
in many of the comparisons* His discussion of images 
in the mirror and in small puddles Include several in
teresting similes*

Lucretius does not permit his interest in poetic
imagery to delay his purpose of freeing the people from
the superstitious fear of Religion# The first simile
noted in Book XI, 55 states the poet's purpose in the
study of natural phenomena and the first simile in
Book IV, 35 repeats the same thought*

"For even as children tremble and fear all 
things in the blind darkness, so we in the 
light fear, at times things no whit more to be feared, than what children shiver at in
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the dark and imagine to be at hand, ¿hie 
terror of the mind, therfore, and this 
gloom must be dispelled, not by the sun's 
rays nor by the bright beams of the day
light, but by the aspect and the law of 
nature,w



METAPHOR

A metaphor is a figure in which the comparison 
is implied instead of being formally stated.

BOOK I*

In Book I Lucretius addresses a prayer to V©nus 
who hovers over "the ship-carrying sea." (3 sq*)

And according to the poet* it is through her 
influence that all things exist! "Since through thee 
every generation of living things la conceived and 
rising up looks cm the light of the sun." (4 sq.)

For her1 "the wonder-working earth puts forth 
sweet flowers»" (7 sq#)

For hers "the wide stretches of ocean laugh."
(8 sq.)

At her approach* "the herds go wild and dance 
over the rich pastures and swim across the rapid rivers. 
(14 sq#)

He begs her to direct the stylus which he is 
plalng on the tablet!

Since you alone govern the nature of things, 
since without thee nothing comes forth into the 
shining borders of light, nothing Joyous and lovely is made, thee I crave as partner in writing the verses, which I essay to fashion 
touching the Nature of Things, for my good 
Memmlus, whom thou, goddess has willed at all 
time to excel endowed with all gifts. (21 sq.)

He petitions the goddess to exert her influence*
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"Cause meanwhile the savage works of war to sleep and be 
still over every sea and land*" (29 sq*)

He begs her to control the fierce passions of 
Mars, and let the god of wart "fee his eager eyes with 
love*" (36 sq*)

And as Mars pays his homage to the goddess»* *
"his breath hangs upon thy lips*" (37 sq*)

The poet next pays tribute to the teachings of 
Epicurus in reference to religion. Religion is repre
sented as a harsh conqueror and raan»s life as beingti *
"crushed beneath the weight*" (63 sq*)

A military metaphor is introduced when Epicurus
is represented as marching into the realm of Mature in

*

thought and imaginations "Whence victorious he returnsp
bearing the prize*" (75 sq*)

The influence of powerful orators Is indicated 
ins "You will yourself some day or other seek to fall

■r

away from me, overborne by the terrific utterances of 
prophets*" (103 sq#)

Celestial things are ueed to explain metaphor-
icaily the nature of the spirits '

We must lay down right principles concerning 
things celestial* how the courses of the sun 
and moon came about* and by what power all is 
done upon earths especially must we examine 
with keen-scented reasoning* of what the



spirit Is mads and the nature of the mind» 
and what thing it la that meeting us when 
awake terrifies our intelligence while we are laboring under disease, or burled in 
sleep* (127 sq*)

The poet explains seasonal vegetation according
to his theory of atomsî

Besides, why do we see the rose put forth in 
spring, c o m  in the heat, grapes under the per» suasion of autumn, unless because each created 
thing discloses itself when at their own time 
the seeds of things have gathered together, while 
due seasons are present and the lively earth 
safely brings young and tender herbs into the borders of light? (174 sq,)

He continues his argument about atoms s "For all 
things that are of perishable body must needs have been 
consumed by infinite time and ages past," (223 sq,)

Time is referred to as consuming all material,
and Venus through the wonder-working earth provides food*

Besides, If time consuming all the material 
utterly destroys whatever by lapse of years it 
removes, whence does Venus restore living 
creatures to the light of life each after its 
kind, or when they are restored when does the wonder-working earth nourish them and make 
them grow, providing food for each after its kind? (226 sq,)

The composition of matter is further discussedi
Four Just a touch would be cause enough for de
struction, inasmuch as none of these things 
would be of everlasting body, and any force 
would necessarily dissolve their structure*(243 sq, )

Disappearance of raindrops is described meta»
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phorlcally in*

The rain wastes away, when the Heaven-Father 
has tossed it into the lap of Mother arth«
But shining crops arise, and boughs are green 
on the trees which grow and bear fruit for 
themselves» Thence comes nourishment for the race of men and beasts) thence we see cities 
flourishing with children and leafy woods 
singing with the new brood of birds« (250 sq*)

Again we have reference to happy pastures*
’’Hence herds, weary with their fat, lay their bodies
about the rich pastures, and the white milky stream
flows from their swollen udders•” (257 sq« )

The work of the wind is compared to the work of
water*

Therefore undoubtedly the winds are bodies that unseen sweep the sea, that sweep the 
earth, sweep the clouds of the sky also, 
beating them suddenly and catching them 
up in a hurricane, and they flow and they 
deal devastation the same way as water«(277 sq«)

Not even the keen sight of an archer aiming with 
drawn bow can perceive growth in nature from moment to 
moment t

Lastly, whatever time and nature little by little adds to things, compelling them to 
grow greater by degrees, no keenness of 
sight, however strained can perceive« (324 sq«)

A familiar picture from a natural underground 
cave is used in the discussion concerning the compostIon 
of matter* "In rocks and caves the liquid of water oozes
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through, and the whole place weeps with plenteous drops," 
(348 sq.)

The skilled hound of the hunter Is suggestedi 
"There Is therefore without doubt, Intermingled with 
things, that which we seek with keen-scented reasoning, 
that which we call void," (368 sq,)

The sagacious mind of the reasaner Is used in 
this hunting metaphor* "But for a keen#scented mind, 
these little tracks are enough to enable you to recognize

h V V t f* 4 _ • ' f ■. y. , , v  ;

the others yourself," (408 sq,)
The hunting metaphor continues and truth Is the

quarry*
■ ' t i' ; i 'v j  . \ .

For as mountain-ranging hounds very often find by their scent the leaf—hidden resting place of the quarry when once they have hit upon 
certain traces of Its path, so will you be 
able for yourself to see one thing after an
other In these matters, and to penetrate all 
unseen hiding-places and draw forth the truth from thence, (404 sq,}

The poet continues and calls It his tasks "To
weave with words," (419 sq«}

Lucretius fears that the length of his argument
may consume too much time, that death will surprise him
before his demonstrations are complete.

This I promise you, Memmius, so bounteous draughts out of plenteous springs will my 
melodious speech pour forth from my full 
mind, that I fear lest laggard age may 
creep over our limbs and break down the
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barriers of life for us, before the whole 
store of demonstrations on any one matter has been poured in my verses through your ears# (411 sq#)

The poet recognizes the place of material things
In causing a blaze, In setting alight the blaze of battle*

Again, if there had been no material for things 
and no place and space In which each thing is 
done, no love's fire fanned to flame by the beauty 
of Tyndaris, and glowing beneath the breast of 
Phrygian Alexander, would ever have aet a light 
blazing battles of savage war# (471 sq#)

The strategy of the Greeks is the subject of the 
next metaphor* "No wooden horse unmarked by the sons of 
Troy would ever have set Pergama in flames by its night• ' f • '
b o m  brood of Grecians»" (476 sq#)

The arrangement of atoms in matter is described 
by a metaphor from weaving*

These can neither be dissolved by blows when 
struck from without, nor again be pierced in
wardly and decorapsed# nor can they be assailed and shaken in any way, as X have shown you 
above a little while ago# (528 sq#}

Facts rather than fanciful impressions are com
mended by the poet In this metaphor* "For dolts admire 
and love everythin. ; more which they see hidden amid 
distorted words, and aet down as tue whatever can pret
tily touch the ears and all that is embellished with 
fine-sounding phrases*" (641 sq#)
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In discussing the composition of matter Lucretius 
gives this striking figure* "For which of these will 
endure under crushing pressure, so as to escape death 
under the very teeth of destruction?”

And he continues to present his view:
If flame, if smoke and ashes, are hidden in wood, 
the wood must necessarily consist of things un
like itself. Besides, what ever bodies the 
earth nourishes, it increases (from things unlike itself which arise out of the earth. So 
also the bodies which wood discharges are nour
ished, ) from things unlike themselves, which arise out of the wood. (871 sq*)

The brightness and color of flame suggests a 
flower in wind-swept forests caused by friction, which 
the poet describes as: "a flower of flame.” (900 aq.)

And he explains this In a metaphor proving not
molecules of fire ready made, but seeds that can make fire:

Assuredly, and yet fire is not contained in 
the wood, but there .are many seeds of fire 
which come together by rubbing and make a conflagration among the forests. (901 sq.)

Lucretius gives a metaphorical explanation of 
his motives in:

Not that I am unaware how obscure these matters 
are | but the high hope of renown has struck my 
mind sharply with holy wand, and the same time ' 
has struck into my heart sweet love of the 
Muses, thrilled by which now in lively thought 
I traverse pathless tracts of the Pierides 
never yet trodden by any foot.
I love to approach virgin springs and there to 
drinki I love to pluck fresh flowers, and to seek an illustrious chaplet for my head from fields
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whence ere this Muses have crowned the brows of none* first because my teaching is of 
high matters, and I proceed to unloose the 
mind from the close knots of religionj next 
because the subject is so dark and the lines 
I write so clear, as I touch all with he Muses* grace, (922 sq,)

Inquiring into a subject is referred to as tin
folding the topic t

But since I have taught that the bodies of 
matter are perfectly solid, and that they 
fly about continually unimpaired for ever, come now, let us unfold whether there be any 
limit to their sum or not) likewise as regards 
the void which has been found to exist, or 
place and space for all things to be done, 
let us see clearly whether it be limited in 
its essence or spread to breadth immeasurable and vasty depth* (951 sq,)

A metaphorical description of a herald throwing
a spear over the enemy*s boundary as a declaration of
war is artistically given*

Besides, if all the existing space be granted 
for the moment to be. finite, suppose someone 
proceed to the very extremest edge and casts 
a spear, do you think that the spear forcibly thrown go whither It shall be sent and fly afar, 
and do you think that anything can hinder and 
obstruct it? For you must confess and accept 
one of the two* but each of them shuts you off 
from all escape, and compels you to own that 
the universe stretches without end. For 
whether there is something to hinder and keep It from going whither it is sent and from 
fixing itself at its mark, or whether it 
passes out, that was no boundary from where It was sent forth, (968 sq,)
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An inquiry into the cause of the arrangement of
atoms employs the familiar metaphor;

For neither did the first-beginnings place 
themselves by design each in its own order 
with keen intelligence, nor assuredly did 
they make agreement what motions each should 
produce* (1021 aq. )

The poet concludes Book I with this striking 
expression;

For one thing will become clear by another 
and blind night will not steal your path 
until you see all the uttermost recesses of 
nature; so clearly will these things kindle 
a light for those* (115 aq*}

/



BOOK II.

The opening metaphor of Book II gives a de
lightful picture of the serene happiness of an Epicurean 
philosopher*

Pleasant It Is, when over a great sea the winds 
trouble the waters, to gaze froms shore upon 
an other*s great tribulation* not because any 
man*s troubles are a delectable joy, but be
cause to perceive what ills you are free from 
yourself Is pleasant* But nothing is more 
delightful than to possess well fortified san
ctuaries serene, built up by the teachings of 
the wise, whence you may look down from the 
height upon others and behold them all astray, 
wandering abroad and seeking the path of life: 
the strife of wits, the fight for precedence, all laboring night and day with surpassing toll 
to mount upon the pinnacles of riches and to lay hold on power* (1 sq,)

Military prowess is of no use for body or mind, 
only reason can help us, since mind and body need not 
luxuries*

Wherefore since treasures profit nothing for 
our body, nor noble birth nor the glory of 
royalty, therewithal we must think that for 
the mind also they are 'unprofitable: unless 
by any chance when you behold your armies 
seething under the spacious Plain as they 
wage the Mimicry of war, established firm 
with mighty supports and a mass of cavalry, marshalled all in arms cap-a-pie and all full 
of one spirit, unless I say when you see your , fleet come seething forth and spread far and 
wide, then these things scare your religious 
fears and drive them in panic flight from your 
mind— unless then death*s terrors leave your heart unpossessed and free from care. (37 sq.)
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Th© weapons by means of which fear of the child» 
ren la dispelled are expressed in the metaphors "Not 
by rays of the sun nor by bright shafts of day#" (60 sq#)

The clashing of atoms in the void is explained 
metaphorically s

»Do but apply your scrutiny when the sun’s light, 
and his rays penetrate and spread through a 
dark room you will see many minute specks 
mingling in many ways throughout the void in 
the light Itself of the rays# and as it were in 
everlasting conflict struggling, fighting, 
battling in troops without any pause, driven 
about with frequent meetings and partings ; so that 
you may conjecture from this what it is for the 
first-beginnings of things to be ever tossed about in the great void. (114 sq#}

The speed of atoms is shown by the analogy of the 
speed of light#

First, when the dawn diffuses new light over 
the earth, and the many colored birds flitting 
about through pathless woods fill the spaces 
of soft air with their liquid notes; how suddenly at such a time the sun rising is wont 
to envelop and flood the whole world with his light, we see to be plain and manifest to all#
(142 sq#)

The discussion of motion of matter employs these 
metaphorsi

Even when blood is let out from our body, out 
it spurts, leaping forth on high and sprink
ling its red drops. Do you not see also with 
what force liquid water spits out timber and 
beams# (194 sq»)

A very bold metaphor follows i m



The sun also from the pinnacle of heaven 
disperses his heat abroad In all directions and 
showers light on the fields; therefore the sun’s heat tends towards the earth« (211 sq«)

Atoms are ever In motion— even when they form 
the hardest body— since the movements of particles, 
themselves Invisible, must escape the human eye, 
especially as at a distance visible things seem motion
less«

For often on a hill, cropping the rich pasture, woolly sheep go creeping whither the 
grass all sparkling with fresh dew tempts and 
Invites each, and full-fed the lambkins play 
and butt their heads in sport i all which things 
are seen by us blurred together in the distance as a kind of whiteness resting on a green hill«
(317 sq.)

This Illustration is immediately followed by the 
analogy of a fact which Lucretius must often have obser
ved—  "The Mimicry of war*"

Besides, when great armies cover the outspread 
plains in their maneuvers waging the mimicry 
of war, on the spot the sheen rises to the sky 
and all the country around flashes back the 
brilliancy of bronze, and beneath, the ground 
quakes resounding with the mighty tramp of men’s 
feet, the mountains, stricken by the clamor throw 
back the sounds to the stars of heaven, horsemen gallop around and suddenly course through the midst of the plains, shaking them with their 
mighty rush? and yet there is a place on the 
high mountains, from which they seem to stand, 
and to be a brightness resting upon a plain«
(325 sq«)

Variety in animal Nature is expressed in the fol
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lowing metaphorsi

Marshal before you the race of men* and the 
dumb swimming tribes of scaly fish, happy 
cattle, and wild beasts, the many kinds of 
birds which throng the joyous regions of water around bank and spring and lake, 
crowding the pathless woods through and through 
as they flit about! and when go on to take any
one in any kind, you will find nevertheless 
that each differs from each in shape* (342 sq.)

likewise!
But the mother bereaved looking every where 
if perchance she may have sight of her lost 
off spring} and she stops to fill the leafy woodland with her complaints, and often 
returns to her byre, smitten with yearning for her calf, (356 sq,)

and also!
Besides, tender kids with trembling voices know their homed mothers and mischievous 
lambkins the flocks of bleating sheep: so, 
as nature demands, they run down each to its own udder of milk* (367 sq,)

This long Illustration is followed by a shorter
but equally poetic description of the sea-shells.

And in the same way we see the multitude of 
shells painting the lap of the earth, where 
with soft waves the sea beats on the thirsty sand of the curving shore, (376 sq.)

Taste and hearing are explained in the follow
ing metaphors!

The liquids of honey and of milk have a pleasant taste as they are moved about in 
the mouth} but contrariwise the 1oathsone nature of wormwood and of harsh centaury 
twists up the mouth with a noisome flavor}



so that you may readily recognize that these 
bodies which can touch our senses pleasantly are made of smooth and round atoms* {309 sq*)
All things that are agreeable to our senses 
and those which are disagreeable to the 
touch, are In conflict, being made of dis
similar shapes* (408 sq.)

An old metaphor for the explanation of sight;
Never suppose that agreeable colors fit to feed our sight consist of seed like those 
which make the eye tingle and force It to 
weep, or such as by their ugly aspect seem terrible and vile* (419 sq.)

Rich colors are described metaphorically In;
Then look you, barbaric vestments, and blazing 
Meliboean purple, dyed in the color from Thes
salian shells, by golden generations of pea
cocks steeped In laughing beauty, all would 
sink, outdone by same new color in the world*{500 sq.)

The sea Is the subject of these metaphors;
Shipwrecks provide a warning for mortals, in order that they may avoid the treacherous 
deep, with her snares, her vilenee and her 
fraud, and never trust her at any time when 
the calm sea shows her false alluring smile*(656 sq.)

Mother Earth consists of all the elements as 
Cybele, or Rhea, Mother of the Goes, was often identi
fied with the earth:

She it is, of whom the ancient learned poets 
of the Greeks have sung, on a chariot driving 
a pair of lions, thus teaching that the great 
world Is poised in the spacous air, and that 
earth cannot rest on earth. They have yoked



In wild beasts, because any offspring how ever wild o ght to be softened and vanquished by the kindly acts of the parents, And they 
have surrounded the top of her head with a 
aural crown, because embattled in excellent 
positions she sustains cities, (800 sq,)

‘•‘■'he path of the goddess is described as re
ceiving "a snow- shower of roses,” (620 sq,)

A military note is suggested in* "a martial 
breed of horses,” (661 sq,)

A picture of Nature is used to advance his 
discussion*

Rivers, leaves luxuriant pastures change 
into animals, animals change their sub
stance into our bodies, often from our 
bodies those of wild beasts do increase their 
strength and those of birds strong in the wing, (876 sq,)

The poet metaphorically describes how the body
shakes while laughing* "Shaken with trembling laughter
they guffaw, they bedew face and cheeks with salty»
tears," (976 sq,)

The discussion of Nature includes this char
acterisation, "The walls of the mighty heavens in 
like manner shall be stormed all around, and shall 
collapse into crulabllng ruin," (1149 sq,)

The generosity of Nature is emphasised in*
’ », 'i *. : i , v ■ • ^ ;r. vBesides, she of her own accord first made for 

mortals the bright c o m  and luxuriant vine
yards, of herself she gave forth sweet fruits 
and happy pastures, which now scarce grows 
great when increased by our toll, (1157 sq,)



BOOK III*

Lucretius opens ^ook III by addressing Epicurus
as his father and guide* He petitions Epicurus to
Illumine his intelligence* At the same time he express»
es hia diffidence in his own powers and his need of
following in the steps of Epicurus* The poet beautifully
adorns his opening speech with these metaphors*

0 Thou who first from so great a darkness were 
able to raise aloft a light so clear, illumin
ing the blessings of life, thee Ifollow, now 
on the marks thou hast left I plant my own 
footsteps firm, not so m ch desiring to be thy 
rival, as for love, because I yearn to copy thee* 
for why should a swallow vie with swans, or what 
could a kid with its shaking limbs do In runn
ing to match himself with the strong horse*s 
vigor? Thou, father, art the discoverer of truths, thou dost supply us with a father * 3 precepts,-»and we feed on all thy golden words, 
ever most worthy of life eternal* (1 sq*)

The walls of ignorance will be broken downs
For as soon as thy reasoning b o m  of a divine 
intelligence begins to proclaim the nature of 
things, away flee the mind * s terrors, the 
walls of the heavens open out, I see action 
going on throughout the whole void* (14 sq*)

Various vices are compared in this bold figure 
to wounds which enfeeble the body* /

Avarice and the blind lust of distinction, 
which drive wretched men to transgress the 
bounds of law, and sometimes by sharing and 
scheming crime to strive night and day with 
exceeding toil to climb the pinnacle of power, 
these sores of life in no small degree are fed 
by the fear of death* (59 sq*)



Certain mortal fears malie life scarce worth
living:

For In general degrading scorn and bitter 
need are seen to be far removed from sweet- 
ness and stability of life, and a lingering 
as it were before the gates of death* (6? sq* )

This same fear is also experienced at banquets 
prepared by relatives: «cruelly they rejoice at the 
mournful death of a brother, they hate and they fear 
a kinsman’s hospitality*” (72 sq*)

The value of scientific knowledge in dis
pelling fear is used in this metaphor;

this terror, therefore, and darkness of the mind 
must be dispersed, not by rays of sun nor the 
bright shafts of daylight* but by the aspect 
and law of nature* (91 sq*)

The poet treats emotions in the following:
"For in this place throbs terror and fear, hereabouts 
is melting joy; here therefore is the intelligence 
and the mind«" (141 sq* )

The immobility of death is called "secure
repose" in this vigorous metaphor— and how trues

As soon as death’s secure repose has taken 
possession of man, when mind and spirit have 
departed, you could not perceive one jot to 
be diminished from the body whether in look 
or in weights death presents ail, except vital 
sense and warming heat* (211 sq* )

The poet argues that the soul is mortal: 
Accordingly, the whole spirit must consist
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of very small seeds, being interlaced through 
veins, flesh, and sinews* (216 so*)

The animating spirit of human beings is compar
ed to the aroma of wine, or ointment:

Wherefore, when the whole has already de
parted from all the body, nevertheless the 
outward contour of the limbs presents it
self undiminished, nor is one jot of the 
weight lacking; even as happens when the 
aroma of wine has vanished, or when the 
sweat breath of ointment has dispersed into 
the air, or when the flavor has passed from 
a substance, and yet the thing Itself does 
not seem any smaller to the eye for all that, 
nor is anything lost in the weight, because 
assuredly many minute seeds compose the 
flavor and the smell in the whole substance 
of the things* Wherefore we may understand 
the substance of mind and spirit to be made 
of very minute seeds, 3ince in departing it 
takes nothing from the weight* (218 sq* }

While we admire the poet’s colorful lines,
Lucretius deplores the lack of language:

Mow when I long to explain how these things
are intermingled and.in what «ays they are
arranged so as to be active, I am drawn away
against ay will by poverty of our mother
tongue; but notwithstanding I will touch
upon the chief points, so far as I can* (258 sq*)

Various tempenaeats of beaats have been vi
vidly portrayed and conclude with:

But the nature of the cow lives more by the 
peaceful air; never over much excited by 
the smoky torch of wrath which when applied 
spreads a shade of black darkness around, 
never pierced and frozen with cold shafts 
of fear* (302 sq*)

Training gives an outside polish to the mind
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of man:
So also la It In the race of men* although training may bring many to an equal outside polish, yet there it leaves the original 
traces of the character of each mind, (307 sq,)

The mind and spirit are bound by an alliance 
to each other as delicate as the eye ball and its sur
roundings *

But if that tiny spot in the middle of the eye is eaten through, in a trice the light 
is out and darkness follows, however bri^it 
It may be otherwise with eyeball safe, -'uch 
is the alliance by which spirit and mind are 
forever bound, (416 sq,)

The decline of intellectual power is compared
with physical decreptltude,

Next when their age (children).has grown up 
into robust strength, the understanding and the power of the mind is enlarged. Afterwards 
when the body is now wrecked with the mighty 
strength of time, and the frame has succumbed 
with blunted strength, the intellect limps, 
the tongue babbles, the Intelligence totters, 
all Is a wanting anti falls at the same time,
Thun the spirit falls to pieces at the same time exhausted with age. (449 sq.)

This forcible metaphor summarizes the relation 
of disease to deaths "Pain and disease are makers of 
death, as we have been well taught by the perishing 
of many before now," (472 sq.}

The poet uses these metaphorical lines to prove 
that the soul is mortal,
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Therefore if the mind is sick, it gives 
indications of mortality, as I have shown, or If it is changed by medicinet so com
pletely is the truth seen to combat false rea
soning and to cut off its retreat as it flies 
and to convict falsehood by a double refutation, (521 sq,)

The discussion of the relation between the mind 
and body continues! "And the mind is one part of a 
man, which remains planted in a certain place,” (548 sq,) 
likewise»

So the mind cannot be by itself without body 
or without the man hhpself, which body seems 
to be a kind of vessel for it or any other 
similitude you may choose for a closer con
junction, since in fact the body does cling closely to it, (to mind,) (554 sq,)

The poet argues that!
An immortal spirit would leave the body as a 

snake leaves its skin— whole— but the faculties fall
one by one. Therefore the spirit is t o m  apart and

*is mortal.
If our intelligence were immortal, in dying it would not so much complain of dispersing 
abroad, but rather of passing out and quitt
ing its vesture, like a snake, (613 sq,)

The poet’s idea concerning the union of mortal 
and immortal is expressed in this figure! "In fact 
to yoke mortal with immortal and to think they can be 
partners in feeling and act in concord, is folly,”
(800 sq.)
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Mental disease is further discussed in: "The 
mind often sinks into the black water of lethargy."
(931 eq.)

Many poets have reflected upon death in strik
ing figures:

"No longer will your happy home give you welcome, no longer will your best of wives and 
sweet children race to win the first kisses, 
and thrill your heart to its depths with 
sweetness." (894 sq. )

The property of the legal metaphor in the mouth 
of Nature, as a Roman advocate, is obvious: "All life’s 
prices you have enjoyed and now you wither." (956 Bq*)

The personification of death is implied in the 
following: "And death stands by your head unexpected." 
(959 sq. }

The procession of death is revealed by the mir
ror of time: "Time is a mirror which nature holds up 
to us, showing the ages to come after we at length shall 
die." (974 sq.)

The fear of death is compared to the fear Tan
talus felt of the great overhanging rock.

And of a surety whatsoever things are fabled 
to exist in deep Acheron, these all exist for 
us in this life. There is no wretched Tanta
lus, as the story goes, fearing the great 
rock that hangs over him in the air and fro
zen with vain terror; rather it is in this 
life that the fear of gods oppresses mortals 
without cause, and the fall they fear is any
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that chance may bring« (978 sq,)

A violent metaphor; anyone subject to violent 
passions is a i’ityos*

But our 1'ityos is here, grovelling in love, and the winged things that tear hixa (anxious 
anguish eating him up) or read him with some 
other lust, are his passions, (992 sq.)

Sisyphus the ambitious man is ever disappoint
ed)

Sisyphus also appears in this life before our 
eye, a thirst to sollct from the people the 
lictor’s rods and cruel axes, and always re
tiring defeated and full of gloom: for to 
solict power, an empty thing, which is never granted, and herein always to endure hard 
toil, this is to push laboriously up a steep hill the rock that still rolls down again from the very top, and in a rush recovers the 
levels of the open plain« (995 sq,)< . ' »

'¿he conclusion la far from poetic:
Yet the guilty conscience, terrified before aught can come to pass, applies the good and 
scorches itself with whips, and meanwhile sees 
not where can be the.end to its miseries or 
the final limit to its punishment, and fears 
at the same time that all this amy become 
heavier after death. The conclusion of the whole matter is, that the fool’s life becomes a hell upon earth, (1018 sq,)

The colorful life of a warrior general is placed
before us in these striking pictures:

He also (Xerxes) who once paved a road across 
the great sea for his armies to pass over the 
deep, and taught them to walk on foot over the 
salt bays, and despiesed the roarings of the main as he trampled upon it with his cavalry: 
he also was robbed of the light and poured his spirit out of a dying body, (1029 sq*)
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Death, no matter the rank or physical prow

ess, will claim alls "The son of the house of Scipio, 
thunderbolt of war, terror of Carthage, gave his bones 
to the earth as though he had been the humbles menial,” 
(1034 sq.)

Intellectual leaders have to submit to deaths
"Add the inventors in the world of science 
and beauty, add the brotherhood of Helicon, 
whose one and only king, Homer, has been 
laid to rest in the same sleep with all the 
others,” (1037 sq*)
Democritus again, when ripe old ag© reminded him that the recording motions of his mind 
were beginning to fall, of his own free will himself offered his head to death* (1039 sq*)

likewisei
Epicurus himself died when the light of life 
had run its course, he whose intellect sur
passed humanity, who quenched all lights as 
the risen sun of heaven quenches the stars,(1042 sq,)

Man’s philosophy in regard to death will deter
mine his attitude toward the events of lifet

If (men) could also recognize from what cause 
(weight on minds) comes, and what makes so great a mountain of misery to lie on their 
hearts, they would not so live their lives 
as now we generally see them do, each ig
norant what he wants, each seeking always to 
change his place as if he could drop his bur
den, (1055 sq,)

In spite of the evidences of mortality the 
thirst for the things of life continues unabated*
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While we have not what we crave, that seems 
to surpass all else; afterwards when we have attained that, we crave something else; one 
unchanging thirst of life fills us and our 
mouths are for ever agape* (1083 sq*)



BOOK IV.

The poet states his task metaphorically In 
the first nine lines*

A pathless country of the Pierides I traverse, where no other foot has ever tord# I love to 
approach virgin springs, and there to drink}I love to pluck fresh flowers, and to seek an 
illustrious chaplet for my head from fields whence ere this the Muses have crowned the 
brows of nonet first because my teaching Is of high matters, and I proceed to set free 
the mind from the close knots of superstition} 
next because the subject la so dark and the lines I write so clear, touching every part with the Muses* grace. (1 sq.)

That images of the dead encounter us in sleep 
is shownt "We often seem to behold Idols of the light 
bereaved, which have often aroused us in horror while 
we lay languid in sleep." (34 sq.)

That images of color are thrown off from the
surface is brought out clearly in this metaphors»

This is often done by yellow and red and 
purple awning, for they dye, and foce to 
flutter in their own color, the assembly in the great hollow below, likewise the display of the stage, and the stately company of the Fathers. (77 sq.)

The poet's explanation of images includes this 
suggestive metaphor* "We often see clouds massing to
gether on high and marring the serene face of the firm
ament, while they caress the air with their motion." 
(136 sq.)
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Huge clouds that have the appearance of Giant 

faces are described as linages s
Por often giants * countenances appear to 
fly over and to draw their shadow afar, some
times great mountains and rocks t o m  from 
the mountains to go before and to pass by the sun, after them some monster pulling and dragging other clouds* (138 sq.)

'Hie metaphorical description of the sea as a 
devourer of walls suggests the Greek adjectives:

i

And there is a continual flow of odors from 
certain things, as there is of cold from 
rivers, heat from the sun, surge from the 
waves of the sea, that devourer of walls about the shore.(218 sq,)

A poetic use of every day observation Is used:
a moisture salt to the taste often strikes .̂ e we walk by the sea, and when we seewormwood being mixed with water In our presence, w© have a sense of bitterness. (222 sq*)

The analogy of matter and Images is rather in
genious :

•

¡!OX\.if? the wlnd also beats upon us little by little, and when sharp cold flows upon us,
of 1° *?!* 0V0ry 3inele particle°x that wind that cold, but rather the whole

¡“3  we s©e that the blows take effect upon our body exactly as if some object were 
striking us and giving us the feeling of its own body outside. (259 sq.)

The explanation of darkness and light is made 
in these Interesting metaphors:

wf 800 oab of the dark what Is In the light, because when the black air of darkness elng nearer enters our open eyes first and
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has possessed them there follows immediately a bright clear air, which as it were purges 
them and beats abroad the black shades of 
the first air; for this bright air is far 
more mobile and made of far more minute ele
ments and more powerful* (537 sq*)

andi
But contrariwise we cannot see out of the 
light what is in the darkness, for this 
reason, because a grosser air of the darkness follows second, which fills all pores 
and besets the passages of the eyes, that 
no image of anything when thrown off may 

move them* (343 sq*)
The effect of distance is explained in these

linesi ,
And when afar off we see the foursquare towers 
of a city, they often appear to be round, for 
this reason, because every angle at a distance is seen blunted or rather it is not seen at all, its blow is lost and the stroke does not 
glide across to our eyes. (353 sq*)

The earth is filled up with Images as the dark
ness disappears*

•for there are always new rays of light pouring 
out, and the first disappear like wool drawn 
into a flame. 'Çhus the ground is easily robbed 
of its light ana again filled up as it washes off the black shadows* (375 sq*)

The descriptions of reflections in a small pool
of water is contained In this picturesque description*

But a puddle of water no more than one finger 
deep, lying between the stones upon a pavement, offers a view downwards tinder the earth 
to as great a reach as the open heaven yawn 
on high, so that you seem to look down upon 
the clouds and to see the heavenly bodies after a wonderful fashion burled in a heaven



below the earth* (414 sq*}
®he simple metaphors in the following describe

a dreamer in the silence of nights
Further, when sleep has fast bound our limbs 
with sweet drowsinessand our whole body 
lies in profound quiet, yet we seem to our
selves then to be awake and to move our limbs 
and in the blind darkness of night we think 
that we see the sun and the light of day, 
that in our narrow room we pass in turn over 
sky and sea, over rivers and mountains, and 
traverse plains afoot, that we hear sounds 
though the stem silence of night reigns 
everywhere, that we utter speech while saying 
nothing* (453 sq*)

A little farther on he continues;
And if reasoning shall be unable fully to 
explain the cause why things that were 
square close at hand seem to be round at 
a distance, yet it is better that one who 
has no reasoning explain the shape of some 
figure in a faulty manner, rather than 
anywhere to let slip from your hands the 
holdfast of the obvious, and to break the 
credit from which all begins, and to tear 
all the foundations upon which life and 
existence rest* (500 «q*)

Lucretius though peace loving uses a military 
figure: "Therefore, vain is all that array of words 
which has been prepared and marshalled against the 
senses* (511 sq*)

The poet applies a metaphor here, since "bel
lows" is usually applied to the "lowing" of a cow:

The elements that penetrate the ear are not 
of like shape w en the horn bellows with low 
and hollow roar and the region reechoes awak
ened by a harsh barbarian boom, and when 
from the raging torrents of Helicon the swans
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uplift the mournful tone of their melodious 
lament« (544 aq> )

fhe varied stories of music are described in 
this passage: "That is why they hurl about badly these 
miraculous tales, or they are led by some other reason, 
even as all mankind are too greedy for ears to tickle. 
(592 84« )

In sleep, images of the mind, thinner than while
awake, are shown in the following metaphors:

Nor is there any other reason why the mind’s 
intelligence is awake, when sleep has poured 
over the members, except that the same images 
assail our minds as when we awake, and to 
such a degree, that we seem verily to see him 
who has left this life, and now death and dust 
are his masters« (757 and 761 sq«}

A H  the metaphors in this passage are drawn from 
a building set on fire« Living bodies seek food to re
place their waste, while drink quenches the inward par-»
ching;

For since these bodies are always in quick 
movement, and many bodies are pressed out 
from their depths in sweat, many are exhaled 
through the mouth when they part from exhaus
tion, by these means therefore the body becomes 
rarefied and its whole nature is undermined*
For this reason food is taken, that it may 
prop up the frame and recreate the strength 
by filling the interstices and may stop up 
the gaping desire to eat throughout limbs 
and veins« Fluid also passes into all the 
different parts that demanded fluid, and 
the bodies of heat gathered into masses which 
set our stomach in a blaze, are scattered
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abroad by the fluid as it comes and extingu
ished like flame, that the dry burning may 
no longer be able to scorch our frame*
(862 sq.}

The poet pleads for attentions
Do lend me a keen ear and a sagacious mind, 
that you may not deny what I shall say to 
be possible and shrink back with a breast 
that repels word of truth, although you are 
yourself in fault and cannot perceive it*
(912 sq* )

A long metaphorical passage concludes with:
Then the same frenzy returns and once more 
the madness comes; when they are at fault 
themselves what it is they want to reach, and 
can find no device to master the trouble, in 
such uncertainty do they pine with their 
secret wound. (111? sq*)

True torments of conscience are portrayed in 
this metaphor:

Either when a guilty conscience chances to 
sting hi i with the thought that he is passing his life in sloth and perishing in debauch
es, or because she has shot and left a word of 
doubtful meaning, which fixed in his yearning 
heart, or because he thinks that she makes 
eyes too freely and gazes at another man 
while he sees in her face the trace of a smile*
(1146 sq.)

Lucretius poetically states in the following 
metaphors that it is better to be on guard and not be 
enticed in the beginnings of love: ’Tor to avoid 
being cast into the snares of love is not so difficult, 
as when you are caught in the toils to get out and break 
through the strong knots of Venus. (1146 sq*}

The poet concludes his metaphors in Book XV
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by an uninterrupted series of vivid pictures at
tributed to women by a deluded lovers

Th® black girl is a nutbrown maid, the dirty 
and rank is a sweet disorder, the green-eyed 
is a little Fallas the stringy and wooden is 
a gazelle, the squat little dwarf is one of 
the Graces, a pinch of embodied wit) the 
huge virago is a miracle, and full of dignity) 
the dumb is modest) the fiery spiteful chat
terbox is a little squib) when she is too 
skinny to live she is a maigrelette, {1160 sq*)



BOCK V,
In Book V Lucretius pays tribute to iSpicuius 

whom he praised as a god that made it possible: "To 
live honorably«* (IB sq*)
and, "from whom even now spread-abroad through great 
nations come sweet consolations of life to soothe 
our spirits*” (20 sq*)

Why fear distant and mythical figures? "And 
the guardian of the gleaming golden apples of the lies- 
perides, fierce, with piercing eyes.” (32 sq* )

She familiar figure of walking in the foot steps 
of the great is introduced: "his footprints I tread, 
his reasonings I follows.” (55 sq,)

In the days when weaving was a household art
this figure was very effective:

To proceed then, observe first of all sea and 
earth and sky: this threefold nature, these 
three masses, Memmius, these three forms so 
different, these three textures so interwoven 
one day shall consign to destruction* (91 sq.}

An abstract argument is very difficult: "Where
by the highway of belief leads straight to the heart 
of man and the precincts of his intelligence. (102 sq.)

But the poet expresses a hope that some exper
iences may be limited to pure reason:
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My words will perhaps win credit by plain 
facts aid within some short ime you shall see the worlds in commotion said the universe 
convulsed with shocks* which may pilot fortune 
steer afar from us, and may pure reason rather 
than experience persuade, that the universe 
can collapse borne down with a fri^ntful sounding crash, (104 sq.)

A horseman would appreciate the full force of 
this metaphor*

I will expound to you many consolations in words of wisdom; lest by some chance bitted and bridled 
by religion you think that earth and sun and sky 
sea, stars, mad moon, are of divine body and abide forever. (113 sq.)

Ihe comparison suggested here is very vivid*
"Who with their reasoning shake the walls of the universe, 
and would quench the shining light of the sun in heaven. 
(119 sq.)

kucretiua tries to prepare his reader to accept
new theories about the universe*»

And to think that it (universe) will be everlasting and immortal, that a thing which has 
by ancient contrivance been established for the races of mankind to all eternity, may not 
ever lawfully be shaken from its foundations 
by any force, nor assailed by argument and 
overthrown from top to bottom; to feign this 
and other such conceits, one upon another,Memmius, is the act of a fool. (159 sq.)

tHae poet wishes to prove that Nature is res
ponsible instead of the intelligence of the gods from 
this pattern.

Again, whence was there implanted in the gods
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a pattern for making things or even a con
ception of mankind and to see it In the 
mind*a eye? {181 sq* }

Again Mature is to be the cause of the preser
vation of all things: "As this stun of things now shows 
in its course of perpetual renovation*" {194 sq*}

Ihe question of death especially of the young 
or the promising, is stated; "Why does untimely death
stalk abroad?" (321 sq.)

Animals have no need of religion for explaining
their existence: "They need no baby’s rattle." (229 sq*) 

Earth is represented as the true mother— other 
explanations can present only a poor substitute: "Mone 
of them wants to hear the coaxing and broken speech of
the foster nurse*" (230 sq. )

The beasts are provided with all their needs by
nature:

*

Since for them all the earth herself brings 
forth all they want in abundance* and nature 
the cunning fashioner of things* (233 sq*}

Hot only does Earth produce all things but she
receives them at death: "Beyond all doubt she is seen
to be at once the mother of all and the universal ^
sepulchre*" (258 sq*}

The suggested comparison of light and water is
unusual:

The generous fountain of clear light, the 
ethereal sun, diligently deluges the heavens
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with fresh brightness, and brings up in the place of light each moment new supplies of light* (281 sq,)
and the discussion continues in the next two metaphors»

By night the lights that are on earth * * * * 
fostered by the fire in like manner make 
haste to bring up new supplies of bright
ness with trembling flames as on they go*
(294 sq,)
So, therefore, must we think that sun and moon and stars shoot out light from a store that corns up ever fresh and new, and that 
bit by bit whatever comes first of the fire is always lost, (302 sq,)

The poet expresses an opinion that art and sci
ence are just beginning among the Homans s

Wherefore even now some arts are being per
fected some also are In growth! today many 
improvements have been mad© in ships, only 
yesterday musicians invented their musical tunes, (334 sq,)

The poet represents the universe as mortals
The door of death la not closed for the 
heavens, nor for sun' and earth and the deep waters of the sea, but stands open and 
awaits them with vast and hideous maw. (373 sq.)

The evaporation of water is represented* "When
sun and heat shall premil over the rivers, having
drunk up all the waters," (303 sq,)
and he continues s

Since the winds sweeping the surface of the waters diminish them, and the ethereal sun 
unravelling them by his rays, and these are 
confident that they can dry up all before the 
water can attain the end of its endeavor*(392 sq.)

i
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The discussion of fire and water includes the 
story of how the almighty father struck down the am
bitious Phaethon and "caught up from him the ever
lasting lamp of the world.” (402 sq.}

Lucretius states the universe did not arise by
design!

For certainly it was no design of the first 
beginnings that led them to place them
selves each in its own order with keen 
intelligence. (413 sq.}

Another figure is used inreference to the suns
"Here at that time was not to be seen the sun's wheel
soaring aloft with generous light# (432 sq, )

The sunrise is beautifully described! "When
in the morning the golden light of the teaming sun first
blushes over grass Jewelled with dew," (461 sq,)

The explanation of the formation of land and
water bodies includes this metaphors

Therefore when these bodies were withdrawn, 
suddenly the earth sank down where now the 
blue expanse of the sea extends so wide, and drowned its hollows with the salt flood.(480 sq.)

The universe continues to be the subject of
,emetaphorical expressions in the next eight examples!
It is also possible that all the heavens 
remain at rest, and yet the bright con
stellations move along! whether because 
swift tide of ether are shut in, and turn round in seeking a way out, and roll the 
blazing signs everywhere through the night-



thundering regions of the sky, (517 sq.)
The wheel of the sun cannot be much larger 
nor its glow less than Is perceived by our senses« (564 sq«)

' ■ ' , /  -V /■. •
For it is possible that from hence is opened one single fountain of the whole universe, 
to splash its generous flood and to fling forth light, because the elements of heat 
gather together from all parts of the universe, 
and their assemblage flows together in such a 
manner that this heat flows out from one single source« (596 sq«)
One to throw him back from the Icy shades of 
cold as far as the regions fhll of heat and the burning signs« (640 sq«)
At a fixed time Mafcuta also diffuses the rosy dawn through the regions of ether and spreads 
out her light« (656 sq«)
Because there is a gathering together of fires 
and many seeds of hear are wont to flow to
gether at a fixed time, which make each day the light of a new sun arise« (660 sq«)

and continues!
Yet it must not be thought wonderful that these 
seeds of fire can flow, together at so fixed a 
time and restore the brightness of the sm*
(666 sq*)
Nor did they go seeking the day and the sun with great outcry over the country side, 
wandering panic-stricken in the shadows of 
night, but waited quiet and buried in sleep until the sun with rosy torch spread his light 
over the heavens* (973 sq,)

People have more fear of the forces of nature
which in their superstition they attribute to the gods



than they have of the majesty of the state.
bo true is It that some hidden power grinds 
aown humanity* and seems to trample upon the 
noble rods and the cruel axes, and hold them in derision. (1233 sq,)

As society developed any changes took placet 
The ancient majesty of thrones and proud sceptres lay 
overthrown in the dust*" (1137 sq. )

The history of human weapons is well summarized: 
HThe ancient weapons were hands, nails, and teeth, and 
stones, and branches also broken from forest trees, 
flames and fire as soon as they were known." (1283 sq*)

The description of the elephants contains seme 
vivid expressions*

Next the Lucanian oxen (elephants) with tur- 
reted backs, hideous creatures, snake-handed 
(elephant’s trunk) were taught by Carthaginians to endure the wounds of war, and to confound the great hosts of Mars. (1302 sq.)

*

Men learned the art*of cultivation by degrees*
That they might have meadows, pools and streams, 
crops and luxuriant vineyards on hill and plain, and that a grey-green belt of olives might run 
between to mark the boundaries stretching forth over hills and dales and plains, (1372 sq.)



BOOK VI

Book VI opens with a tribute to Epicuruss "who 
in past days poured forth all revelations from truth 
telling lips*" (6 sci.)

It was Epicurus who observing the lamentations
of mens

Saw how they tormented their life in their 
own despite without any pause, and were com* 
palled to wax furious with racking lamentations: 
then he understood that the vase itself had a flow* (15 sq.)

To aid distressed mankind he showed: "from what
gates we must sally to meet trouble." {31 sq.)

and, "he proved that mankind had no reason for
the most part to roll the sad waves of trouble within
their breasts." (33 sq.)

Luoretius uses his familiar figure and again»
declares the study of science to be the light capable 
of dispelling fear:

This terror of the mind therefore and this 
gloom must be dispelled, not by the sun’s rays 
or the bright shafts of day, but by the aspect 
and law of nature* (39 sq*)

And so the poet says: "I will proceed the
more readily to weave the web of my discourse."
(4£ sq. }

Ittcretlus in his poetical work is trying to dis
credit events of nature which people have regarded with
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religious fears
Since once I have undertaken to mount the 
glorious chariot of the Muses, and to show how arises the fury of the winds, and how 
when their wrath Is appeased the omens which 
were before are reversed as the fury Is 
appeased; and so with all else that men see 
happening in earth and sky, when they are often held In suspense with affrighted wits, and abase their spirits through fear of the gods, keeping 
them crushed,to the earth; because their ig
norance of causes compels them to refer events 
to the dominion of the gods, and to yield them 
the place of king«* (62 sq.)

And he characterizes the gods and superstition 
as s tthard task masters,n (62 sq,)

Unless Mature is properly explained Lucretius 
promises that harm will result j

Not that the supreme power of the gods is open 
to insult, so that it should in wrath thirst 
to inflict sharp venegeance, but because you yourself will imagine that they, who are quiet 
in their placid peace, are rolling great bil
lows of wrath, you will not be able to approach 
their shrines with a placid heart, (71 sq,)

An explanation of the much feared portents of the 
augurs followst

The law and aspect of the sky have to be under
stood; atoms and bri$it lightnings have to be 
sung, wha; they do, and by what cause they are set in motion at any time; that you may not, 
like one senseless, divide up the heavens into 
quarters, and tremble to see from which direct
ion the flying fire has come, or to which of the 
two halves it has passed hence, how it has pene
trated through walled places and how after taking complete possession it has won its wav out«(S3 sq,)
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The ancient sportsman would find this figure 
descriptive*

»o thou go before and show me the course, as I 
run my race to the white line of my final goal, 
clearly marked out before me, even thous Cal
liope, Muse all skillful, man's repose and 
god's delight, that led by thee 1 may win the crown with illustrious praise« (92 sq.)

Thunder is explained by a comparison easily
understood by the audience of the Roman theatre*

They make a noise also over the stretches of 
wide-spreading firmament, as at times the can
vas awning stretched over a great theatre cracks 
flapping between poles and beams, sometimes 
tears and flies «did \mder the boisterous winds, 
imitating the rending sound of paper for that 
kind of sound you may recognize also in thunder; or «hen a garment hung on the line or flying scraps of paper are beaten by the blows of the 
breeze or slapped along through the air, (108 sq,)

The discussion concerning the voice of thunder
includes five metaphors in this short selections>

In this way also all .things often appear to 
shake and tremble with a heavy thunderclap, and 
it seems that the great walls of the capacious 
firmament suddenly tom asunder have leapt apart, 
when a gale of strong wind gathered together has hurled itself all at once into the clouds, and 
enclosed in that same place, whirling round and 
round, compels the cloud more and more in every 
direction to form a hollow with a thick crust all round the wind; afterwards when the wind's power 
and fierce impulse have split it, then the t o m  ' cloud explodes with a most horrifying crash. And 
no wonder, when a small bladder full of air often 
makes so loud a noise as it suddenly bursts 
asunder. (121 sq*)

The winds are represented as*
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roaming round in quest of a way out of the clouds, 
and rolling together the seeds of fire from the clouds and thus they collect many such and send 
the flame rushing about the hollow furnaces within* (200 sq,)

The part of clouds aid darkened skies in producing 
thunder is stated*

We must believe that thuderbolts are produced 
from clouds thick and piled up high; for they 
are never emitted in a serene sky nor when the clouds are lightly packed, (246 sq,)

The poet continues to say all is darkness when:
“the storm begins to forge its thunder bolts*" (254 sq,f

The changes of season cause a conflict which re
sults in storms*

For the first part of warmth is the last part of cold* that is the springtime* for which 
reason these unlike things must fight and make 
confusion when mixed together, (364 sq*)

Natural Science and not the study of the gods
will explain a thunder storm*»

This is to undrstand the true nature of the 
fiery thunder bolt* and to see by what power it plays its part; not by unrolling the scrolls 
of Tyrrhenian charms* vainly to search for signs of the hidden purpose of thegoda, to learn 
whence the flying fire has come or* into which 
of the two quarters it has turned hence, in what 
manner it has penetrated through walled places 
and after winning mastery how it conveyed it
self thence* or what harm the stroke of a bolt from heaven can do* (379 sq*)

and* "If no gods why do they endure? and why do 
they suffer the Father’s bolt to be blunted against the 
earth?" (398 sq.)
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Waterspouts are compared to a cor ami
For it happens at times that a kind of column 
let down from the sky, comes down Into the sea, 
around which the water boil stirred up by the 
heavy blast of the winds* and if any ships are 
caught in that tumult they are tossed about 
and come Into groat peril* (426 sq.)

She conclusion of a long figure begun in line
269 contains three metaphors*

For the whirlwind turns as it comes down, and 
brings down along with it that cloud of yielding body* but as soon as it has thrust down 
the teeming cloud upon the surface of the main, 
the wind suddenly plunges itself In full force 
into the water and stirs up the whole sea, com
pelling it to boil with a huge noise* (438 sq*)

The terMfic fear folt in a severe storm is 
described*

Therefore men shiver in their cities with a 
twofold terrort they fear the houses above 
they dread the caverns below, lest the earth's nature loosen all asunder in a moment, or 
torn asunder open abroad her own gaping jaws, 
and in a confusion seek to gorge it with her own ruins* (596 sq*)

A volcanic eruption is described in this meta
phor* "Nevertheless I will now explain in what ways 
the flame is excited which suddenly roars out of the 
vast furnaces of Etna,0 (680 sq*)

In explaining why the Nile River overflows its 
banks, the poet says: "The river comes out of the 
heat laden country rising from the heart of the region
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of noonday amidst black tribes of men, thoroughly 
baked by the sun*” <721 sq.)

A striking metaphor in connection with the
symptoms of the great plague at Athens s

The throat also, clack within, sweated blood, ulcers clogged and closed the path of the 
voice, and the tongue, mind’s inerpreter, 
oozed with blood, weakened by pain, heavy 
to move, rough to the touch* (1147 sq.)

The ninth sunrise closes the metaphors of Book VI
ini "the ninth return of his lamp.” (1198 sq.)
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Stannary*

The Metaphor, or implied comparison, except 
for alliteration is the figure moat frequently used by 
Lucretius«

The compound descriptive adjectives which occur 
very frequently in the examples of metaphors prove that 
Lucretius was an appreciative Greek student, Borne not
able examples in Book I are, "ship-carrying sea," (3) 
mountain-ranging wild beasts" (405)j "night thunder
ing regions of the sky" (521)} and Book VI, "truth- 
telling lips" (6),

The scientific theories in Book II are made 
clear by many metaphorical expressions. The speed of 
atoms is shown by the analogy of the speed of light (11), 
(142), Light itself is discussed with many metaphors.
In line 281, of Book V, the continual supply of sun
light is compared to the flow of a fountain. In line 
302 and following the sun and moon and stars are said 
to "shoot out light from a store that comes up ever 
fresh and new," (V . 302)

The wonders of the heavenly bodies of the uni
verse are the inspiration of eight metaphors from line 
317 to 976 in Book V,

The scientific explanation of the much feared 
portents especially in regard to thunder and lightning



is of great concern to Lucretius* He argues that the 
knowledge of natural science will correct the prevalent 
superstitious fear. Proa line 82 to 836 in Book VI 
there are twelve metaphors used to give a natural ex
planation of thunder and lightning,

The following gives a mathematical survey of
metaphors in each book.

Book I 1117 41 1 in every 27,2 lines
Book II 1174 25 1 in every 4Ó.9 lines
Book III 1094 37 1 in every 39.6 lines
Book iv 1287 26 1 in every 49.5 lines
Book V 1457 34 1 in every 42.2 lines
Book VI 1286 24 1 in every 53.5 lines

Total 7415 187 1 in every 39.6 lines

A study of the Metaphors cade by Baumer, Del 
Metapher bei Lucres shows many of the same examples noted 
In this work. In some instances figures listed in this 
paper as personification were considered by Banner to
be metaphors as Yf 786, Munro. In another instance VI,/
145 listed by Rsumer as a metaphor but in this study 
as a simile. Again V, 1010 Raumer, a metaphor, this 
paper a metonymy. Both agreed on metaphors in II, 116, 
and V, 119,



ALLITERATION

Alliteration is a repetition of the same letter 
or sound at the beginning of two or more words immediately 
succeeding each other, or at short intervals.

1. The text employed is Monro,
2. The figures are not absolutely accurate be

cause of divergences in the count of lines, with different 
editions: and even in Munro there are discrepancies: e.g. 
in BJfc, I. lines 1094-1101 are listed and counted: but are 
not printed.

3. The figures employed to identify lines are the 
numerals on the right (as you face it) side of the column.

4. In order to arrive at cases of alliteration it 
would seem that sound is the best guide; and that those 
instances should be called alliterative, which have a truly 
alliterative sound. But such a method of choosing examples 
would leave us open to eonsideraole difficulties, for dif
ferent peoples* ears are differently attuned, and a reading 
that would seem to produce an alliteration for one man would 
perhaps fail to impress another. In this dilemma, instead of 
trusting to the individual judgment of individual critics who 
might vary widely, it seems better to use a purely mechanical 
standard. Any line which contains three words beginning 
with the same letters, e.g, ’’carmina rausaeo contingens cuneta



lepore". (17* 9*), or that has two pairs of words, each 
pair with the same letters, e.g. "neve aliquid nostri post 
mortem posse relinqui" (IV* 39) is selected as an example.

Sometimes the alliteration exhibited is excessive, 
e.g. "Inde inare, inde aer, inde aether igniter ipse."
(7. 498), or, "Allata atque auris aliunde ob«jeeta alienis" 
(7. 547). Obviously, a line in which three pairs occur is 
equally a good example, e.g* "cursus aoest procul a eaelo 
terrisque propinquat" (7* 630).

The disadvantage of this system of checking is that 
it makes it very difficult to take into account those oc
casional (but sometimes very effective) lines in which there 
is little initial alliteration, but very good Internal 
alliteration, e.g* "Aeneadum genetrixj Hominum divumque 
voluptas," (I, 1.) The u*s and the u sounds that appear 
within the words in this line make a pleasing effect when 
the line is read slowly aloud: especially as the o’a tend 
to blend with the u*s.

It may be said "why not have a section devoted to 
internal alliteration?" But, again, unless a mathematical 
standard can be applied, not even a relative degree of 
accuracy can be obtained, for internal alliteration effect 
is again largely a matter of ear-reactions and of cultivated 
poetic taste. On many lines, it would be hard to get two
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people to agree. The most that we could probably attain 
to would be a relative result, and in a dissertation, 
relative results ought not to be offered as evidence. In 
short, with a relative result, we would know merely what 
we already know, namely that there is a fairly large 
percentage of hueretian lines that show certain internal 
alliteration, though it is by no means as large as the lines 
that show obvious initial alliteration. A tentative check 
of internal alliteration, as we went on with the current 
study, indicated this.

The initial alliteration occurs in the following
lines?

Book I.
6. 7. 14. 24. £8. 31. 32 •o• 41. ■42. 50. 51. 59. 68.
69. 71. 72. 80. 86. 87. 88. 89. 97. 96. 102. 106. 110.
120. 121. 122. 123. 129. 131. 140. 143. I6.1« 163. 169.
170. 176. 177. 181. 200. 202. 206. 213. 216, 229. 234.
250. 257, 266. 271, 274. 278. 288. 304. 307. 337. 341.
347. 356. 361. 371. 388. 393. 396. 407. 411. 432. 440.
441. 446. 472. 483, 484. 485. 490. 500. 505. 506. 508.
510. 514. 517. 521. 529. 533. 538. 546, 548. 561. 566.
568. 574, 586. 605. 607. 609. 621. 623. 625. 629. 631.
636. 639. 640. 657. 658. 659. 677. 681. 687. 691. 697.
703. 714, 725. 726. 728. 735. 739. 741. 749. 751. 758.
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763. 774. 775. 781. 794. 798. 799. 800. 801. 803. 807.
812. 813. 814. 816. 818 . 822. 841. 843. 848. 354. 855.
357. 361. 863. 873. 876. 879. 897. 900. 903. 904. 912.
918. 921. 934. 937. 944. 945. 948. 973. 979, 986. 998.
1003* 1012. 1014. 1021. 1022. 1023. 1024. 1027. 1043. 
1044. 1057. 1053. 1075. 1078. 1080. 1085. 1093. 1113.

Book IX.
4. 6. 14 . 17. 21. 23. 24• 30. 34. 37. 38. 39• 44. 47.
56. 57. 58. 63• 65. 67. 68. 72. 75. 76. 77. 80. 85. 93.
95. 96. 104. 105. 108. 109. 114. 116. 120. 122. 123. 125
127. 128. 130. 131. 133. 136. 140. 147. 154 « 155. 157.
168. 172. 188. 193. 196. 197. 200. 205. 209. 214. 215.
222. 223. 229. 230. 231. 235. 237. 245. 243. 254. 258.
262, 267. 277. 280. 281. 283. 285. 288. 293. 296. 298.
300. 301. 305. 310. 315. 322. 323. 324. 325. 336. 338.
339 . 340. 344. 350. 352. 372. 390. 396. 404 , 414. 415.
416. 420. 424. 435. 436. 433. 439. 447. 457. 460. 463.
465. 468* 469. 470. 471. 478, 481. 485. 436. 489. 491.
494, 511. 512. 515. 516. 522. 524. 526. 534. 538. 543.
545. 546. 549. 558. 559. 560. 563. 564, 566. 578. 58Í.
582. 587. 596. 598. 603. 606. 618. 619. 622. 625. 626.
635. 636. 643. 644. 649. 650. 660. 662. 670. 679. 684.
689. 691. 693. 704. 708. 711. 712. 715. 716. 721. 723
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728. 733. 736. 738. 740. 741. 742. 749. 755. 761. 763.
766. 776. 791. 793. 794. 798. 802. 806. 808. 809. 810.
812. 820. 821. 826. 830. 837. 839. 842. 845. 848. 849.
851. 854. 856. 859. 868. 869. 871. 881. 882. 386. 891.
893. 895. 904. 906. 910. 912, 924. 925. 930. 933. 946.
959. 960. 962. 964. 965. 971. 979. 982. 984. 986. 987.
989. 991. 996. 997. 1001. 1003. 1004. 1008. 1010. 1016
1017. 1019. 1023. 1024. 1028. 1030. 1031* 1036. 1041.
1046. 1047. 1049. 1059. 1064. 1066. 1067. 1068. 1077.
1088. 1089. 1092. 1093. 1097. 1102. 1107. 1111. 1114.
1115. 1118. 1119. 1125. 1128. 1129. 1133. 1142. 1148.
1150. 1154. 1156. 1166. 1170. 1171.

3ook III.
1. 3• 4. 8. 9. 19. 20. 25. 27. 30. 45« 44. 46. 47. 52.
53. 54. 53. 61. 65. 66. 71, 83, 84. 83. 89. 90. 96>. 101
106. 110. 114. 121. 124. 126. 128. 131. 133. 136. 138.
141. 143. 144. 145, 146. 151. 152. 156. 159. 161. 164.
167. 168. 169. 175, 179. 181. 188. 197. 199. 201. 209.
210. 211. 212. 214. 217, 221. 223. 225 . 226, £28. 231.
234. 235. 238. 241, 243. 244. 246. 248 . 251. 252, 254.
255. 256. 257. 261. 266. 267. 269. 273. 275. 278. 284.
288. 289. 290. 295. 298. 305 • 316. 322. 324 . 327. 328.
329. 331. 333. 334. 340. 341, 343. 344 . 350 . 351. 353.
354. 355. 356. 357. 361. 362. 365. 367. 372. 373. 375.
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377. 333. 386. 390. 396. 397. 398. 402. 405. 416. 417.
420. 422. 428. 440. 441. 445. 448* 450. 456. 467. 477.
482. 403. 486. 489. 491. 493. 494 . 497. 499. 502. 506.
508. 513. 514. 516. 517. 521, 524. 529, 533. 536. 538.
547. 548. 552. 553. 554. 555. 561. 565. 567. 571. 573.
575. 535. 589. 592* 594. 601. 611. 627. 629. 630. 631.
633. 635. 637. 639. 641. 643. 644 . 647. 648. 652. 661.
662. 664. 671. 677. 678. 682. 683. 634. 687. 690. 691.
693. 696. 697. 703, 704. 705. 709. 710. 721. 723. 724.
725. 731. 734. 740, 743. 746. 747. 753. 758. 759. 762.
767. 769. 773. 780. 781. 784. 786. 788. 789. 791. 792.
793. 794. 796. 802, 822. 823. 824. 826. 828. 830. 334.
838. 342. 845. 846. 852. 353. 857. 858. 863. 365. 867.
861. 873. 875. 876. 877. 878. 331. 383. 886. 383. 891.
892. 894. 895. 396. 898. 900. 903. 904. 909. 910. 921.
922. 925. 926. 927. 933. 939. 940. 945. 948* 951. 953.
954. 957. 959. 961. 962. 963* 965. 972. 981. 982. 983,
985. 986. 989* 991. 993. 994. 996. 998. 1011. 1013. 10
1022. 1026. 1029. 1040. 1041. 1046. 1048. 1051. 1053. 1055. 
1056. 1058. 1066. 1067. 1068. 1069. 1071. 1081. 1083. 1091. 
1092. 1094.

Book 17.
1. 4. 9. 12» 19. 20» 23. 26. 27. 39. 40. 52. 53. 58. öl.
63. 65. 67. 69. 71. 90. 97. 98. 100. 111. 113. 115. 119.



ISO. 121. 122. 128. 130. 131. 133. 142« 148. 152. 155.
158. 162. 163. 165. 166« 169* 171, 185« 193. 194. 204.
209# 211. 214* 215. 219« 221, 222, 224 « 225« 231, 232.
234. 243. 244« 248. 251« 259« 275* 279« 280* 283. 284.
286. 289. 296. 299« 300« 301, 302« 303« 308. 309. 310.
311# 314. 315. 318« 320« 323. 325« 330* 338. 339« 343.
345. 347« 350« 356« 360« 361« 368« 373, 384. 385. 391.
394. 396. 401. 404. 406« 407* 410* 414« 427. 432* 434.
439. 443. 444. 447. 449. 450« 453« 455* 456. 460. 463.
466. 467. 468. 469# 471. 472* 475. 481« 485. 486. 487.
491. 494 . 495. 499. 504. 511« 517. 518. 521. 522. 523,
539. 542. 546» 552. 554. 556« 557. 564« 565* 568. 569.
573. 577. 578# 581. 593. 597. 602* 604. 606. 611. 617.
631. 633. 634. 637. 641. 647. 651. 654. 656, 665. 670.
673. 675. 677. 634. 688. 690. 692« 694. 697. 699. 700.
701. 707. 711. 719. 721. 722, 723« 725. 728. 730. 736.
738. 739. 748. 749. 754. 756. 768. 770. 771. 774. 779.
780. 783. 784. 789. 790. 798. 804. 806. 809. 817. 821.
823. 826. 827. 828. 830. 834. 838. 843. 850. 863. 856.
858. 859. 861. 862. 874. 877. 878. 882. 883. 884. 835.
886. 888. 891. 894« 899. 902. 905. 907. 912. 915. 921.
926. 932. 936. 939. 940. 941. 944. 946. 949. 950. 952.
954. 956. 957. 958. 960. 961. 963, 966* 969. 971. 980,
981. 982. 983. 938. 999. 1005,» 1009« 1011. 1012* 10x7.
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1040* 1 0 4 1 . 1043.

1067. 1 0 6 9 . 1 0 7 0 .

109 7. 1 0 9 9 . 110 1.

1 1 2 2 . 1 1 3 0 . 1 1 3 1 .

1 1 4 2 . 1 1 4 3 . 1 1 4 6 . , 
1 1 6 2 . 1 1 6 5 . 1 1 6 8 .

1 1 9 3 . 1 1 9 9 . 1 2 0 6 .

1222* 1 2 2 6 . 1 2 2 9 .

1 2 4 6 . 1 2 4 7 . 1 2 4 9 .

1 2 8 0 . 1 2 8 1 .

3 7 . 4 0 . 4 1 . 4 3 . 4 7 .

7 0 . 7 3 . 7 9 . 8 0 . 8 2 .

8 4 . 8 6 . 8 8 . 9 4 . 9 6 . 9 7 . 1 0 0 . 1 0 2 . 1 0 8 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 2 . 1 1 4 . 115.

1 1 7 . 118 . 1 2 2 . 124. 126. 1 2 8 . 1 3 0 . 1 3 2 . 1 3 3 . 1 3 5 . 1 3 6 . 1 3 7 .

1 3 8 . •o21 1 4 2 . 1 4 3 . 1 4 9 . 1 5 2 . 1 5 3 . 1 5 4 . 1 6 2 . 1 6 3 . 1 6 8 . 1 7 1 .

1 7 4 . 1 8 0 . 1 8 7 . 1 8 8 . 1 9 5 . 2 0 4 . 2 0 8 . 2 1 7 . 2 2 0 . 2 2 2 . 223. 229 .

232. 233 . 240 . 2 4 7 . 248. 251. 256 . 257. 260 . 2 6 6 . 277 . 279 .

2 81 . 286. 290. 2 9 4 . 295. 299. 3 0 2 . 3 0 3 . 3 0 8 . 3 0 9 . 3 1 0 . 3 1 1 .

3 1 2 . 3 1 3 . 3 1 4 . 3 2 2 . 3 2 3 . 3 3 2 . 3 3 3 . 3 3 4 . 3 3 5 . 3 3 7 . 3 4 }.. 3 4 6 .

3 4 9 . 3 3 2 . 3 6 3 . 3 5 6 . 3 5 7 . 3 6 0 . 361. 3 6 2 . 3 7 0 . 3 7 2 . 3 7 4 . 3 9 4 .

393 . 399 . 4 1 3 . 4 1 9 . 4 2 0 . 4 2 1 . 4 2 2 . 4 2 3 . 434* 4 3 5 . 4 4 5 . 4 4 7 .

4 4 8 . 450* 4 5 3 . 4 5 4 . 4 5 6 . 4 5 8 . 4 6 6 . 4 6 7 . 4 6 8 . 470* 4 7 1 . 4 7 3 .

47Ö . 4 7 8 . 4 7 9 . 4 8 0 . 4 3 2 . 4 9 0 . 4 9 8 . 5 0 0 . 5 0 1 . 5 0 5 . 5 0 6 . 5 1 1 .

102 0. 102 2. 1024. 1026. 1038. 103 9.

105 0. 1056. 1058. 106 1. 1064* 1 0 6 5 .

1071. 1 0 7 2 . 1 0 7 4 . 1 0 3 2 . 1036. 1 0 9 2 .

1102. 1105 . 1 1 1 4 . 111 6. 111 7. 1 1 1 8 .

1 1 3 2 . 1 1 3 4 . H w 5  . 113 7. 1 1 4 0 . 1 1 4 1 .

1 1 4 8 . 1 1 4 9 . 1 1 5 0 . 1 1 5 2 . 1157* 1 1 5 9 .

1169. 1170. 1 1 7 3 . 1176* 1 1 7 7 . 1 1 9 3 .

120 8. 1 2 1 0 . 1 2 1 1 . 1 2 1 7 . 1 2 2 0 . 1 2 2 1 .

1 2 3 1 . 1 2 3 2 . 1 2 3 5 . 1 2 3 6 . 1 2 3 7 . 124 0.

1 2 5 2 . 1253. 1 2 5 9 . 1 2 6 7 . 127 2. 1 2 7 4 .

*' Book V .

1 . 3 . 5 .  8 . 1 1 . 1 2 . 1 4 . 1 8 . 24f  3 6 .

5 0 . 5 1 . 5 3 . 5 6 . 6 0 . 6 2 . 6 3 . 65>• 6 6 .
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5 1 2 . 5 1 3 . 5 1 5 . 5 1 9 .
-•

5 2 2 . 5 2 3 . 5 2 5 . 532 . 5 3 3 . 5 3 5 . 537 .

5 4 1 . 5 4 2 . 5 4 4 . 545. 5 4 7 . 5 5 1 . 5 5 5 . 5 6 2 , 5 6 4 . 5 7 4 . 5 7 5 .

5 8 6 . 5 8 7 . 5 9 0 . 5 9 5 . 6 00 . 6 0 1 , 6 0 6 . 6 1 2 . 6 1 5 . 6 21 . 623 .

624 .  625 f 6 2 7 . 628 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 1 . 639 . 645 . 6 4 6 . 6 4 7 . 6 4 8 .

6 5 1 . 654 . 6 5 8 . 6 6 1 . 6 6 5 . 6 7 2 . 676 . 632 . 6 96 . 697 . 698 .

7 0 1 . 702 . 7 0 7 . 709 . 711 . 7 1 4 . 715 . 717 . 718 . 728. 729.

730. 731. 7 3 2 . 7 3 4 . 735 . 736 . 737. 740 . 7 4 3 , 750. 752.

754. 757. 770 . 7 71 . 772. 777 . 7 79 . 780 . 784. 780. 792.

793. 796. 799 . 8 0 0 . 8 0 4 . 805 • 8 1 5 . 8 1 6 . 8 1 9 . 8 21 . 829.

8 3 0 . 8 3 3 . 8 3 5 . 8 3 6 . 8 3 8 . 840 . 843 . 3 4 6 . 848 . 850. 8 51 .

856 . 857 . 8 5 8 . 8 6 4 . 869. 8 71 . 872 . 882. 8 9 0 . 891. 901 .

904 .  906 . 9 0 9 . 914. 9 2 0 . 9 23 . 9 2 5 . 926 . 9 2 7 . 9 2 9 . 9 3 0 .

9 3 5 . 938. 9 4 5 . 9 4 7 . 9 5 0 . 9 5 1 . 9 5 2 . 955 . 957 . 9 6 1 . 964 .

9 6 5 . 9 70 . 9 7 1 . 9 7 5 . 9 80 . 9 8 8 . 9 89 . 993 . 995 , 9 9 9 . 1004

1006. 1 0o8 . 100 9. 101 1. 1 0 1 3 . 1017, 1027. 1033. 1035. 1040

1044. 1 0 4 8 . 1 0 5 1 . 1058. 1 0 6 1 . 106 3. 106 7, 1071. 1074. 1076

1077. 1079. 1081. 1090. 109 1. 1097. 1098. 110 4. 1110. 1112

1116. 111 9. 112 6. 113 0. 113 1. 1135. 1 1 3 7 . 114 0. 1147. 1148

1151. 115 3. 1158. 1160. 1 1 6 3 . 1173. 118 1. 118 2. 1190. 1193

1199. 1 2 0 0 . 120 1. 120 2, 1 2 0 3 . 120 4. 1208. 121 0. 1213, 1215,

1219. 122 1. 1 2 2 6 . 122 9. 1238. 124 1. 1242. 1244 . 1245.' 1248,

1251. 125 2. 1256. 1 2 6 0 . 1266. 1268. 1270. 1273. 1275. 1278,

1280. 1288. 1289. 1291. 1 2 9 7 . 1300. 1309. 1316. 1321. 1322,

1327. 1328. 1333. 1334. 1340. 134 1. 134 3. 1351. 1360. 1367,
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1368. 1370. 1371. 1374, 1375. 1382. 133t). 1387. 1391. 1392.
1393. 1397. 1400. 1402. 1412, 1413. 1419. 1428. 1429. 1431.
1432. 1436. 1437. 1439. 1444, 1446. 1453. 1456.

Book VI*
5. 6. 12* 15* 19* 31. 36. 37. 38. 44. 45. 46. 50. 61. 55.
56« 60. 62* 64. 70. 71. 72. 73. 75. 79. 85. 87. 88í. 95,
101. 102. 103. 107. 115. 123. 124. 127. 131. 134. 135.
137. 143. 144. 145, 148. 149. 161. 165. 168. 169. 172.
175, 178. 182. 183. 188. 192. 195. 196. 197. 199. 207.
211. 213. 217. 222, 227. 229. 230. 231. 234. 241. 243.
247. 252. 255. 256. 258. 268. 270. 276. 277. 280. 281.
284. 291. 295. 297, 300. 303. 304. 307. 308. 313. 318.
322. 326, 327. 328. 330. 341. 342. 345. 348. 361. 362.
364. 368. 373. 376. 380. 383. 384. 389. 391. 394. 398.
402. 404. 410. 414. 416. 417. 419. 421. 427, 431. 433.
434. 440. 441. 450. 452. 456. 460. 462. 470. 479. 481.
490. 494. 495. 496. 500. 501. 508. 517. 521. 527. 736.
537. 538. 540. 541. 542. 545. 549. 555. 556. 558. 560.
561. 563, 564. 565. 568. 569. 571, 572. 574. 576. 578.
580. 582. 583. 585. 538. 589. 590. 592. 603. 608. 61Ò.
620. 621, 623. 632. 633. 640. 641. 645. 651. 652. 656.
657. 659. 660. 661. 668. 672. 673. 674. 678. 679, 681.
635. 690. 694. 695. 696. 699. 701, 704. 708. 710. 711.
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713. 715. 716. 717. 720. 721. 733. 738. 742. 744. 745
746. 749. 750. 754. 755. 767. 758. 759. 766. 767. 768
769. 771. 773. 774. 777 ̂ 7T8| tisb. /m>. 789. 793. 795
797. 798. 818. 821. 822. 826. 328. 829. 830. 838. 840,
844. 845. 850. 852. 857. 859. 862. 872. 873. 877. 879,
886. 891. 895. 88o. 897. 900. 901. 905. 906. 911. 914,
915. 918. 919. 920. 925. 928. 930. 931, 936. 937. 941,
942. 945. 950, 951. 955. 958. 9o3. 966. 967. 969. 972
1027. 1029. 1030. 1037. 1041. 1049. 1055. 1056. 1067. 1068
1075. 1079. 1085. 1091. 1096. 1103, 1107. 1108. 1117. 1120
1124. 1126. 1127, 1128. 1135. 1148. 1151. 1152. 1155. 1156
1157. 1165. 1169. 1179. 1183. 1185. 1188. 1194. 1195, 1207
1209. 1212. 1215. 1217. 1224. 1226. 1227, 1230. 1236. 1238
1241. 1247. 1248. 1250. 1251. 1256. 1259. 1264. 1265. 1266
1267. 1269. 1272, 1274. 1276. 1277. 1280. 1285.

By discarding elaborate fractions, and keeping on 
the conservative side of figures, we have attained, we 
think, very reasonable accuracy* The count is as follows?
Book Lines Examples
I 1117 188 One in
II 1174 301 One in
III 1094 348 One in
IV 1287 383 One in
V 1457 444 One in
VI 1286 375 One in

Totals in the six books?
7415 2039

Percent 
every 5*9 
every 3.9 every 3.1 
every 3.3 
every 3.2 
every 3.4

lines
lineslines
lines
lines
lines

Average, One in every 3.6 lines
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It Is Interesting to note that the more abstract his 
subject, and the more intense is his effort to explain, 
the higher is the frequency of alliterative figures. Book 
III on the soul shows the greatest number having one in 
every 3*1 lines. Books ITT. V. and VI# have almost twice as 
many as Book I#

Alliteration is often thought of as an artificial 
figure, and to every sophisticated mind it seems so; but 
it is the natural channel for a simple direct soul. There 
is an instinctive tendency in a small child’s mind to pile 
up words with the same initial In a sentence to make it more 
forceful, e.g. The child accused of something replies, "I 
never did nothingI” {emphatic} This is unquestionably the 
Lucretian view point, for no more simple direct soul ever 
wrote in Latin* Lucretius* psychology is as blunt as that of 
the child*

Alliteration is a tremendously effective figure.
It soothes the ear, and lulls the sensibilities. In this 
frame of mind one more readily receives what the author 
wishes him to learn.

Compare Beowulf, section 5: "The street was stone- 
paven. The sea-weary men set down their broad shields. The 
spears stood, seamen’s artillery, stacked together.” Beowulf 
again section 2: "Never heard I of craft eomller fitted with
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slaughter weapons and campaigning harness, with hills and 
breast mail#" Likewise with Browning's Andrea del Sarto,
(1# 5) "I'll work then for your friend's friend, never fear." 
In line 15, "And look a half hour forth on Fiesole” and 
line 112, "That Francis, that first time, And that long 
festal year at Fontainebleau! with Lucretius "Extime membrorum 
circum caesura coercet", IV# 647* {internal rhythm here as 
well as external); or "Praeterea gigni pariter cum corpora 
et una"; III. 445; or "A patribus datur et a patrius pavor 
incitat artus*" III# 743#

There is a little oddity that crops up occasionally 
in Lucretius# It is an internal rhyme, e#g# "Tempore 
semotum fuerl* longeque remotum." IV# 813. Such cases 
can probably be put down to accident, and yet Greek 
rhetoricians, by the time of Lucretius were already beginning, 
even in pure prose, to play tricks both with assonance and 
with downright rhyme# It is unlikely that Lucretius, with 
his Greek Interests, was not familiar with some examples.



PERSONIFICATION

A personification is a figure in which life is 
attributed to inanimate things or to abstract ideas.

BOOK I.

Venus, as an imaginary being is thought of 
as representing as Imaginary pleasure. "Nuturing Venus 
darling of men and gods.” (1 sq.)

Religion is represented as a powerful enemy which 
oppressed mankind unopposed until Epicurus dared to make 
a stand against hers

When a man’s life lay for all to see foully 
grovelling upon the ground crushed beneath the weight of Religion, which displayed her head in the regions of heaven threatening mortals 
from on high with horrible aspect, a man of 
Greece was the first that dare to uplift mor
tal eyes against her, the first to make stand against her. (62 sq.)

»As a result of the prowess of Epicurus, Re
ligion is represented as subdued in this personifi
cation i "Wherefore Religion is now in her turn cast 
down and trampled underfoot, whilst we by the vic
tory are raised to heaven.” (78 sq.J

Religion is again personified to be charged 
with unbecoming deeds:

Too often it is that very Religion which has 
brought forth criminal and impious deeds: as 
when at Aulls, the altar of our Lady of the



Crossways was foully defiled by the blood 
Iphlanassa, shed by chosen leaders of the Danal, chidftalns of the host. (82 sq.)

Earth is represented as embracings "So we 
seem to see and to hear in very presence those who 
have suffered death, whose bones rest in earth's em
brace." (134 sq.)

We are accustomed to the expression Mother 
Earth, but Father Ether is more unusual: "in fine 
the raindrops pass away when father Ether has cast 
them into the lap of Mother Earth." (250 sq,}

In this description of a storm the wind Is
V» ■ ■ U

personified:
First the mighty wind when stirred up beats 
upon harbors and overwhelms huge ships and 
scatters the clouds, at times sweeping over 
the plains with rapid hurricane strews them 
with great trees and flogs the topmost mount
ains with tree-crashing blasts: so furious 
and fierce its howling, so savage and threatening the wind's roar. (271 sq.)

Reason is personified in the following:
But since true reasoning protests and denies 
that the mind can believe it, you must yield 
and confess that there are at last things 
which consist of no parts and are of the smallest possible substance. (652 sq.)

ho discussion of atoms and elements contains 
this personification: "Then again these elements are 
at war together in many ways, and poison to one an
other." (769 sq.)

Lucretius encourages Memmius with the closing
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figure of Book I, as follows*

For one thing will be ora© clear by another, 
and blind night will not steal your path 
until you see all the uttermost recesses 
of nature. So clearly will these things 
kindle a light for those. (1115 sq.)

BOOK II.
y . f

Two personifications are used in a pretty 
description of spring* "When the weather smiles, and 
the season of the year besprinkles the green herbage 
with flowers," (31 sq,)

Dawn sprinkling the earth is the subject of the 
next personification* "Morning first sprinkles the 
earth with fresh light." (144 sq,)

Lucretius considered motion an important pro«* 
perty of the atoms as shown in these five personifi
cations » »

If you think the first beginnings of things 
can stand still, and by standing still can 
beget new motions amongst things; you are 
astray and travel far from true«*reasoning,(80 sq.)
And those (atoms) which being held in combinations more closely condensed collide 
and leap back through tiny intervals, caught ' 
fast in the complexity of our own shapes, 
thse constitute the strong roots of stone 
and the bodies of a fierce iron and the other of their kind. (100 sq,)
Those are few, moreover which travel through the great void.
The rest leap far apart and pass far back



with long intervals betweenj these supply- 
thin air for us and the gleaming light of the sun* (106 sq.)
You will see many minute specks mingling in many ways throughout the void in the 
light itself of the rays, and as it were 
in everlasting conflict struggling, fight
ing, battling in troops without any pause, 
driven about with frequent meetings and partings; so that you may conjecture from 
this what it is for the first beginnings 
of things to be ever tossed about in the great void, (116 sq,)

Hard things are the subject of these person
ifications i

Amongst the first in this class, diamond 
stones, for example, stand in the front 
rank, accustomed to despise blows; and 
stout stone and the strength of hard iron and bronze bars that shriek out as they 
resist the dcor. (447 sq,)

A very appropriate description of the volcano 
follows s "For in many places the crust of the earth 
burns aflame, while from the depths comes headstrong 
Etna." (690 sq.)

The great Mother is personified in the fol
lowing*

Therefore so soon as she rides through 
mighty cities, silently blessing mankind 
with unspoken benediction, they bestrew 
the whole path of her progress with silver 
and copper, enriching it with bounteous 
largess, and snow down rose flowers in a 
shower, over shadowing the Mother and her escorting troops, (624 sq,)

The arrangements of atoms to account for
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various kinds of matter Includes this figure*

Wherefore again and again I say you mist 
confess that there are other assemblages 
of matter In other places, such as this 
is which the air holds in greedy embrace, (1064 sq,)

BOOK III,

Under the guidance of Epicurus the terrors of
the Mind are put to routs

For as soon as thy reasoning born of a divine intelligence begins to proclaim the nature of 
things, away flee the mind*s terrors, the 
walls of the heavens open out, I see action 
going on throughout the whole void* (14 sq*)

The discussion of the course of sensation fol
lows* "Since the rind cannot admit that any of these can 
produce sense bringing motions much less our thoughts 
in the mind," (239 sq,)

This unusual personification is very descrip-»
tives "The intellect limps, the tongue babbles, the 
intelligence totters," (463 sq*)

The poet personifies and refers to voice as
passing on the established high roads

And in general because seeds of voice are 
ejected and gathering in the mouth rush 
forth where they have been, as it were, 
ever wont to pass, where is the established 
high road, (496 sq*)

Truth is vigorously personified in the following:
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So completely is truth seen to combat false reasoning and to cut off Its retreat as It 
flies, and to convict false hood by a double 
refutation. (525 sq*)

A bold but expressive personification is found

Unless perhaps the spirits have contracts 
so arranged, that the spirit which cornea 
flying up first may creep in first, and they need not come to blows. (782 sq.)

Mature presents her views in this passage:
What have we to answer, but that nature 
against us a just charge and in her plea 
sets forth a true case? But if in this regard some older man well stricken in years should 
make complaint, wretchedly bewailing his 
death more than he ought, would she not have 
reason to cry more loudly still and to upbraid In bitter words ? "Away, away with 
your tears, ruffian, check your lamentation.
All life’s prizes you have enjoyed and now 
you wither. But because you always crave 
what you have not, and condemn what you have, 
life has slipped by for you incomplete and 
ungratlfyin;, and death stands by your head unexpected," (950 sq*)

Death is represented as awaiting his victim:
Eay* may live to complete as many generations as you will, nevertheless that everlasting death will still be waiting, and no less 
long a time will he be no more who has made an 
end of life with today’s sun, than he who fell 
many araonth and year before. (1091 sq,)

BOOK XV.

This unusual personification gives a colorful
picture*

Red and purple awnings when outspread In the public view over a great theater upon
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posts and beams they tremble and flutter; 
for then they dye, and force to flutter 
In their own color, the assembly in the great hollow below. (75 sq*)

The effect of speed is described in the follow
ing personification* "manifold voices, also fly through 
the air without ever slackening*" (221 sq,)

This beautiful word picture personifies nature*
Again when nature begins to raise on high the 
sun's beam ruddy with bickering fires and to 
lift up above the mountains, those hills above 
which the sun then seems to you to be, as 
biasing close at li&nd he dyes them with his 
own fire, are distant from us scarce two thou
sand arrow-flights, yea often scarce five hundred casts of a javelin. (404 sq.)

BOOK V.

In his vigorous attack chi religious super
stition, Lucretius states* "They are reverting back 
again to the old superstitions and taking to themselves 
cruel taskmasters.” (86 sq.)

Mind is personified in this line: "So the 
mind cannot rise alone without the body, nor can it be 
far distant from sinews and blood*" (132 sq*)

In these rhetorical questions nature, the sea-
sons and death are personified*

Besides, why does nature feed and increase 
the frightful tribes of wild beasts, enemies of the human race, by land and sea? Why do 
the seasons of the year bring disease? Why does untimely death stalk abroad? (218 sq.)



The Earth is calledt "The Mother of all In 
the universal sepulchre." (259 sq.}

The Civil Wars of the time of Lucretius may 
have suggested the personification of the forces of 
nature in these figuresi "Either when sun and heat 
shall prevail over the rivers having drunk up all the 
waters," (380 sq.)

Again, since the greatest members of the world fight among themselves stirred by 
most unnatural war see you not that some 
end may be given to their long strife?(383 sq.)

A striking personification of the wind and
the suni

All vain, since the winds sweeping the 
surface and the ethereal sun unravelling 
them by his rays, and these are confident 
that they can dry up all before the water 
can attain the end of its endeavor. (308 sq.)

The creation of the universe contains these
personificationsi

Therefore through the fine interstices, breaking out from the parts of the earth, first 
fiery ether uplifted itself and lightly drew with it quantities of fire. (457 sq.)
Even the very earth seems sometimes to smoke.(464 sq,)

4

Therefore when these bodies were withdrawn, 
suddenly the earth sank down where now the blue expanse of the sea extends so wide and 
drowned its hollows with the salt flood.(470 sq.)
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Ana day by day, the more the tide of ether and the aim’s rays compressed the 
earth Into compactness with frequent blows from all sides upon its outer moat 
confines, so that thus beaten it was 
packed together and came together upon 
its own center, so much the more did the salt sweat squeezed out of its body oozing 
increase the sea and the swimming plains, 
and so much the more slipped out and flew 
away those many bodies of heat and air, and on high far from the earth packed the 
shining regions of the sky# {483 sq,)
Or that some air flowing from some outside place turns and drives these fires, {522 sq,)

The succession of night and day Is described 
in this figurative way* »»But night buries the earth in 
vast blackness," {650 sq,}

The variation in the length of day and night 
is explained thus*

Either because the same sun running above 
and beneath the earth divides the regions of ether in curves of unequal length and separates his orbit Into unequal parts, 
giving back as he comes round so much the more to one of the two parts as he has taken 
from the opposite, until he arrives at the 
si; n of the heavens where the node of the 
years makes the shade of night equal to the 
days— for midway between the north and 
south winds the heaven holds the turning points equally distant on account of the 
position of the whole zodiac, along which 
the sun has to move in completing his 
yearly course as he casts his light obliquely upon earth and sky* (662 sq,)

The cause of the light of the moon is stated
thus i

The moon may shine smitten by the sun’s rays,



turning round that light day by day more 
towards our sight as she recedes from the sun's orb, until right opposite to him 
she has shone, fair with full light, and 
rising on high ahs seen his setting* (706 sq.)

’ ■•■'l • f 1 ’■ ' V AS. *- f *< ■ ' >•' 4-f ■ ■ . - , ‘ •'

The rigors of winter are described and con*» 
elude with this personification of colds «After these 
comes cold with chattering teeth.« (747 sq*)

An eclipse of the sun is explained by this 
personification j «For why should the moon be able to 
shut off the sun's light and from the side of the 
world to push her head in his way on high#** (753 sq,) 

This figure would seem strange in a modern 
Botany text* "Then to the various kinds of trees came 
a mighty struggle, as they raced at full speed to grow 
up into the air." (786 sq.)

And also— "Then the new born earth put forth
herbage and trees," (790 sq,)

Contrast la portrayed here*
Then It was lack of food that drove fainting 
bodies to death> now contrariwise it is the abundance that overwhelms them. (1007 sq.)

In this description of a pleasant rural ga
thering nature is personifiedt

Often therefore stretched in groups on the 
soft grass hard by a stream they made merry at cheap cost, above all when the weather smiled and the season of the year painted 
the green herbage with flowers. (139S sq.)



BOOK VI*

The seasons are represented as being in con
flicts “Here also bitter winters come into conflict 
with summers." (373 sq.)

SUMMARY S

Three figures between lines 62 and 86 in 
Book I personify Religion as an enemy which oppresses 
mankind until checked by Epicurus.

Many personifications of Nature include some 
pretty figures as "the weather smiles, and the year 
besprinkles the green herbage with flowers." Book 
II, 31 sq* Later this beautiful word picture per
sonifies Naturei "Even nature begins to uplift on 
high her glow red with flickering fires and to raise 
it above the mountains.". (Book IV, 404.)

Of the fifty-one examples of personification 
seventeen refer to Nature, five to Religion, and the 
rest to various subjects of his argument.

We find the greates number of examples of 
personification in Book V, and the least number in ' 
Book VI.



METONYMY"

Metonymy Is a figure In which the name of one 
subject Is used for that of another which it clearly 
suggests*

BOOK I
Lucretius charges Religion of being guilty of

crime, when the Greek leaders sacrificed Ihphianassa:
As when at %lla# the altar of Our Lady of the 
Crossways was foully defalled by blood of Ip- 
hianassa, shed by chosen leaders of the Danai, chieftains of the host* (84 sq#)

The poet speculates upon life after deathi
And whether it (the soul) perish together with us when broken up by death, or whether 
it visit the gloom or Oreus and his vast chasms, or by divine ordinance find its 
way into animals in our stead, as our own 
Ennius sang* (114 sq*)

Nature provides abundantly for the youngs
Hence the young ones gambol in merry play 
over the delicate grass on their weakly legs, 
thrilled to their tender hearts by the intoxicating milk* (259 sq*)

The forces of life and the power which controls
them is the subject of this figure*

Therefore things do not utterly pass away that 
seem to do so, since Nature makes up again one 
thing from another, and suffers not one to be 
born unless aided by another * s death* (262 sq*)

^he analysis of human events contributes to
the discussion of bodies and void* "Again— if no
love's fire fanned to flame by the beauty of Tyn-
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daros, and glowing beneat the breast of Phrygian 
Alexander*” (473 sq*) 
and again ini

No wooden horse unmarked by the sons of Troy 
would ever have se Pergama in flames by its' 
night-bora brood of Grecians* (476 sq*)

Lucretius cites the ideas of Hmpodocles in
regard to composition of matter*

¿oremost among whoa is Empedocles of Agrlgen- 
tum, who was born within the triangular coasts 
of that land» around which the Ionian deep, flowing with Its vast windings, sprinkles the 
salt brine from its green waves*

The poet pays his tribute to the Muses who are
sometimes named Piérides* "Now in lively thought I

i» v

traverse pathless tracks of the Piérides never yet
trodden by any foot»* (925 sq*)

The tribute to the Muses continues s
I have chosen to set forth my doctrine to you 
In sweet-speaking Pierian songs, and as it 
were to touch it with the Muses * delicious honey* (946 sq*)

BOOK II*

The armed escort of the Great Mother in processions is represented as, "Phrygian Aretes."(629 sq*)
Ahe sea, corn and wine are called by the name of 

the god usually associated with it. Sea water is called 
"Neptune*s salty body." (472 sq.)
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"Neptune." (652 sq*) "ceres." (652 sq.) 

"Bacchus." (653 sq.)• round world la aald to
be the "Mother of the gods," (656 sq,)

BOOK III

The possibility of being poisoned is concealed 
In this figure« "They hate and they fear a kinsman's 
hospitality." (73 sq.}

Men seeking the pinnacle of power envy a brother
obtaining a goal of fame. "While they wallow in dark«*
ness and mire, this is their complaint." (75 sq.)

In the discussion of human mind the poet uses
this figure! "The mind has also that heat, which it >
takes on when it bolls in the ash and fire flashes more
fiercely from the eyes*® (288 sq*)

According to the poet the mind is more necess-
»ary for the body than the soul* "The mind is more 

potent in holding fast the barriers of life, and has 
more dominance over life, than the spirit's force*"
(396 sq.)

Lucretius declares that if the nature of the/
mind is immortal it must possess the five senses, since, 
"In no other way can we imagine the spirits below to 
be wondering Acheron*" (627 sq*)

The soldier, though wounded is so intent in
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th© fray, that he does not notice his plight but still 
pursues the enemy anxious to take part in the blood
shed« "The mind has been absorbed in the ardor of 
battle» with what is left of his body he pursues 
battle and blood«“ (647 sq«)

Th© nature of the mind is discussed by the poet:
Those particles that compose th© mind which now 
lords it in our body» v o m  of that mind which 
perished at the time when it was distributed 
through the limbs» (707 sq*)

The poet tells in this figure that death comes 
to all. "Epicurus died when the light of life had run 
its course." (1042 sq»}

Restless and weary human beings vainly seek 
distractions. "Suddenly he yawns, on reaching the 
threshold of the mansion*" (1063 sq.)

BOOK IV» <

Again he refers to the land of the Muses and 
claims his work to be unique» "A pathless country of 
the Piérides I traverse» where no other foot has ever 
trod«" (1 sq»)

He calls his poem»-“sweet speaking Pierian song»“
(20 sq.)

And he hopes to make a different doctrine at-



tractive by the form he uses. "And as it were to 
touch it with the Muses* delicious honey*" (22 sq* )

The curve of the sky is spoken of as though 
it were the vault of a cave and the dark 3torm is com
pared to the condition of the Lower World:

When the weather has been of the clearest, 
suddenly the sky becomes ugly and turbid, so that you might think all the darkness 
had deseted Acheron and filled the great 
caverns of the sky* (163 sq*)

Echoes in solitary places give back cries*
"Such places the neighbors imagine to be haunted by
goat foot satyrs and nymphs, and they say they are
fauns*" (580 sq*)

Images of the imagination take the shapes of 
monsters.

Thus it is we see Centaurs, and the frame of 
Scylla, and a sight like the dog Cerberus, 
and images of those for whom death is past,
«(hose bones rest in earth*s embrace* (732 sq* )

The poet speaks of Tenus, "This is our Venus;
hence, also comes love *s name." (1068 sq* )

Love is further described* "From this first
trickled into Venus*s dewdrop of sweetness*" (1059 sq* }

This absence of the loved one is described as
being the cause of "freezing care." (1060 sq* J

Slippers from Sicyonia, silks from Alinda and
Ceos are among extravagant gifts and are called by the
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name of the country from which they come* "Fine flex
ible Sicyonian slippers laugh on her feet." (1125 sq.)

And it may be, "A cloak or silks from Alinda 
and Ceos," (1130 sq*)

BOOK V.

In the legend of fire the Grecian poets have 
sung* "But the almighty Father crashed down ambitious 
Phaethon from his car to the earth with a sudden thunder 
bolt." (397 sq.}

Instead of using the term city the poet uses, 
"Walls." (588 sq*}

Lucretius describes a pageant of the season 
and refers to Cupid as, "Venus* winged harbinger."
(737 sq*)

The cry of his worshippers is used instead of 
the name of Bacchus* "Néxt comes Autumn and marching 
with him Suhius Evan*" (743 sq*)

The progress of human society is described by
the materials used in early times for shelter and clothing:

Next, when they had got them huts and skins, 
and fire, and woman mated with men was ap
propriated to one, and the laws of wedlock be
came known, and they saw offspring born of 
them, then first the human race began to grow 
soft. (1011 sq.)

The organ of the expression of thought is 
used to designate the source of thought:

I
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Their wisdom comes from the lips of others* and 
they pursue things on hearsay rather than from their own feelings* (1135 sq.)

BOOK VI.

The expression an* "anxious heart" is used 
to describe those apparently ha py in their wealth in 
these two figures t

He (Epicurus) saw how men in riches, mighty in honor and fame, proud in the good repute of their 
sons* while at home nevertheless each had an 
anxious heart* (.16 sq.'

The portion of the sky which may be seen is 
here spoken of as though some consider it the entire 
universe*

That you may remember how profound is the sum 
of things and see how one sky is a very small 
part of the whole universe. (649 aq*)

Summary*
Metonymy is derived from the Greek "meta" im

plying change plus "enema" name* It is a figure in 
which not the literal word but one associated with 
it is used} as "sword" for "war".

The total number figures of metonymy is 
noticeably smaller than the number of metaphors,
In all, there are fo ty-two examples* which show 
that metouyay occurs about one fourth as frequently 
a© the metaphor to which it is closely related*
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Representative examples of metonymy are found 
in passages In which sea, c o m  and wine are called 
by the name of the god usually associated with each#

t

1



LITOTES

Litotes is an understatement obtained by denial 
of the opposite*

An appeal to patriotism and to family pride is 
made in this powerful litotes;

Neque— iniquo
1 ot in this time of our country*s trouble neither can I do my part with untroubled mind, nor can 
the noble scion of the lemml at such a season be wanting to the common weal* (41 sq*)

1310 effect of the knowledge of nature is stated 
in this figure;

Non— *neque
This teror of the mind therefore, and this gloom must be dispelled, not by the sun*s 
rays or the bright shafts of the day, but 
by the aspect and law of nature* (146 sq,)

A statement of the law of the conservation of 
matter is contained In these figures; nullam--umquam. 
"No thing is ever produced from nothing by divine ag
ency *" (I, 150) Haut; "Therefore things cannot re
turn to nothing*" (I, 237) Haud ulla. "Therefore 
no single thing returns to nothing," (I, 248 sq.)

BOOK II,

The analysis of the origin, composition and 
qualities of matter is presented in anumber of figures 
of litotes in Book II* Plrst the effect of gravity is 
pointed out;



Ilaud uraquam
Therefore heavier things will never be able to fall from above« (24 sq* )

The composite nature of things was known to
Lucretius«

Hoc qulcquam
Hothing which is not formed by a mixing of seed (584 sq«)

Color« smell and sensation in general are the 
subjects of four litotes :

Nullus omnino
For there is no color at all in the elements 
of matter neither like the color of things nor again unlike« (737 sq,)
Nec nllam
Nor do they throw off any smell of their own 
from their bodies* (846 sq«}

Everything is made of parts and the whole is
composite of these is the argument of Lucretius in*

s . ,. _ ... •.

Nunquam
Since they resemble the whole mortal, they also 
must needs consist of other elements, then 
those of others, so that you dare not make a stand anywhere* for Indeed I shall follow you up. (962 sq,)
Neve aeterna
And that you may not believe it possible that 
the first bodies forever hold possession of that which we see floating upon the surface of things and sometimes being b o m  and per
ishing on a sudden« (1010 sq*)
If they are not all alike, yet by far the most part are so« (1017 sq*)

The study of science removes the wonder of
things and shows that nothing is unique«
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Neque ulla
But nothing Is there so easy that at first 
It is not more difficult to believe. (1026 sq,)
Nil adeo
Nothing again so great or so wonderful but
all men by degrees abate their wander* (1028 sq*)

The body lives at the expense of food which
la broken up into parts for use; but in turn the body
disintegrates*

BOOK III.

Lucretius states his attitude toward Epicurus 
in the first litotes of Book III.

Non lta
Not so much from a desire to rival thee as 
that from the love I bear thee I yearn to imitate thee* (lsq*)

Reflections on death and the desire for life 
are found in eight litotes following*

Neque ullam
Suffuses all with the blackness of death, and leaves no delight clean and pure, (39 sq*)
Non numquam
So the mind sometimes is hurt by itself, and is eager with joy. (149 sq*)
Haud facile
Even as it is not easy to tear out the scent ' 
from lumps of frankincense, without its very 
nature being destroyed* so It is not easy to draw out the mind and spirit from the whole 
body, without the dissolution of all. (328 sq,)
Nec umquam
Beside, a body is never born by itself. (337 sq.)
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Noe umquam
Yet we are never filled with the fruits of life. (1007 sq.)
Haut eat
Each man flees from himself, but of course, 
as you might expect, the self whom he can 
not escape cleaves to him all the more 
against his will, and hates him because he is a sick man and knows not the cause of his complaint* (1069 sq.)

BOOK IV.

'.¡.’he ease of explaining the method of receiving 
the various sensations is mentioned ini 

Haud quaquam
Next our reasoning has no stony path to 
tread. In showing how each of the other 
senses perceives Its own object* (532 sq.)

BOOK V* .

Control of the movement of the heavenly bodies
is considered In this example of litotest»

Ne haec
Lest by any chance we think that these between heaven and earth traverse their 
yearly courses free, of their own will, (78 sq*)

Lucretius often concludes his arguments with
the figure of litotes as In the following examples*

Haut Igitur
Therefore, air never ceases to be produced from things and to fall back Into things 
again, since it is certain that all things are in a constant flow. (279 sq.)
Nec alia
That things cannot be seen in the sun In any other way unless the very source of
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light should bring up an unceasing supply, (292 sq,)
He forte
That you may not by any chance believe that 
their force is indestructible«

The lack of original thanes among the poets is
deplored by Lucretius«

Non alii
Why have not other poets also sung other things beyond the Theban War and the ruin of Troy? (327 sq.)

The adjustment of the weight of bodies is ex
plained in several unusual litotest 

Nee onerl
Just as to a man his limbs are no burden 
the head is no weight on the neck* (541 sq.)
Haut ulla
The earth shaken with a mighty thunder clap shakes all that is above Itself with its 
motion, which it could not by any means do 
unless it were bound fast to the airy parts 
of the xmlverse and to the sky, (552 sq*}»

A military picture is given in this virile
figuret

Han nec
But then a single day gave not over to death 
many thousands of man marching with banners spread, nor did the stormy waters of the
sea dash on the rocks men and ships, (999 sq,),• *

The sun Is the subject of the next two litotes! 
Hll adeo
The shape of the sun and its size must so 
truly be seen from the earth that you can 
add nothing at all to it and take nothing away, (574 sq.) °
Non mirandum
Another thing also need not excite wonder
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how It can be that yonder sun so small 
emits so much light. {592 sq. )

She change In natural phenomena are presen
ted In this lltote:

Nonne etiam
Can you not see also that a small fountain 
of water sometimes overflows the plain?(602 sq*}

Some of the habits of living things including 
mortals are pointed out In the following:

Nec— nee
{Monsters}— so that they could do nothing 
and go nowhere, could neither avoid mischief 
nor take what they might need. {843 sq. }
Haut quaquam
Firstly, the horse is at the best of his vigor 
about the age of three years fully past; not 
so the boy by any means, for even at this 
time he will often in sleep seek his mother’s milky breast. {884 sq*}
Mon umquam--numqu&m
It was impossible that they should ever feel 
wonder, or fear last everlasting sight should 
possess the world, tHe sun’s light being withdrawn for ever. {979 eq. )-
Nee nimio
Nor did mortal men much more than now leave 
the sweet light of lapsing life. {988 sq. }

30 OK VI /
Topics of natural history are very frequently 

used by Lucretius;
Nec ulla magis
And indeed there is nothing more inter
twined, nothing more closely connected, 
than substance of strong and chilly roughness, {1009 sq. }
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Neque: usquam
I3ut ycru mist not allow yourself to feel surprise that the current from this stone has 
not the power to propel other things also.(1060 sq*)

The following appears to conq>liment Memraiuss 
Nec usquam
You need not anywhere ways so long and so 
roundabout# and I rcust not use so much la
bor on the point. (1018 sq#)

The real nature of things cannot always be
easily detected*

Nec nixaio
Yet you could not perceive the outermost 
part of the body to be burning with ex
cessive heat on the surface* (1196 sq#)

The last litotes of Book: VI is a rather pa
thetic statement fro® an avowed scientist. Nec ulla* 
wNor was there any rest fra® pain* out wearied the 
bodies lay#” (1178 sq#)

SUMMARY*

Lucretius makes use of several powerful litotes
Among the striking examples are an appeal to the

patriotism and the family pride of Memmius:
For in this time of our country’s trouble 
neither can I do my part with untroubled 
mind# nor can the noble scion of the J'emmi 
at such a season be wanting to the common weal# (I# 49 sq#)

A great number of examples of litotes deal with 
the scientific discussion of the poet. In Books I and
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II the origin, composition, properties and the 
final end of matter are presented. Reflections 
on death and the desire for life are the subject of 
examples noted in Book III, In the only example in 
Book IV Lucretius states that it Is "no stony" path 
which he has to follow in explaining the sensations.

natural phenomena continues to be the subject 
of the great number of figures of litotes In Books 
four, five, and six, A notable exception occurs in 
Book V, where the poet deplores the lack of original 
themes among the poets. "Why have not other poets 
also sung other things beyond the Theban War and thei*
ruin of Troy?" (V. 327 sq.)

Book V also contains a virile military picture:
But then a single day gave not over to 
death many thousands of men marching with 
banners spread, nor did the storm waters of 
the sea dash on the*rock men and ships.(V. 999 sq.) y

Lucretius is conscious of his large number and 
varied figures of speech and comments upon his "way 
so long and round about" near the close of Book VI 
where the poet appears to compliment Memmlus in this 
litotes, "You need not any where ways so long and so 
round about, and I must not use so much labor on this 
point." (VI, 1081 sq.)
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II the origin, composition, properties and the 
final end of matter are presented. Reflections 
on death and the desire for life are the subject of 
examples noted In Book III, In the only example In 
Book IV Lucretius states that it is "no stony" path 
which he has to follow in explaining the sensations.

Natural phenomena continues to be the subject 
of the great number of figures of litotes in Books 
four, five, and six. A notable exception occurs in 
Book V, where the poet deplores the lack of original 
themes among the poets. "Why have not other poets 
also sung other things beyond the Theban War and the 
ruin of Troy?" (V. 327 sq,)

Book V also contains a virile military picture*
But then a single day gave not over to 
death many thousands of men marching with 
banners spread, nor did the storm waters of 
the sea dash on the* rock men and ships.(V. 999 sq.)

Lucretius is conscious of his large number and 
varied figures of speech and comments upon his "way 
so long and round about" near the close of Book VI 
where the poet appears to compliment Menaniua in this 
litotes, "You need not any where ways so long And so 
round about, and I must not use so much labor on this 
point." (VI, 1081 sq.)



Ill

The following have not been Included in the 
body of the Chapter since their content seemed de
batable and uncertain«

Book X«, 262, 462 and 602; Book IX** 414, 747, 
892, 936, 972, 1077, 1086, 1136, 1146, and 1173; Book 
III,, 571, 784; Book V „  144, 533; Book VI., 154, 248, 
489, 1075,



HYPERBOLE

A hyperbole Is a figure based on exaggeration.

BOOK I,

In his address of Venus, Lucretius uses a 
number of figures among them this hyperbole# "Next the 
herds go wild and dance over the rich pastures#" (14 sq,)

The poet's discussion of the origin of things
includes this exaggeration to further his argument*

Nor would time be needs for this growth of 
things, for seeds to collect, if they could grow from nothing# For youths would be made 
on a sudden from small infants, and trees 
would leap forth suddenly arising out of the 
earth# (184 sq#}

To emphasize the large number of examples which 
it would be possible for him to use, Lucretius employs 
this figure* »

This I promise you, Memmlus, without more 
ado* so bounteous draughts out of plenteous springs will ray melodious speech pour forth 
from ray full mind, that I fear lest laggard 
age may creep over our limbs and break down 
the barriers of life for us, before the whole 
store of demonstrations on any one matter has been poured in my verses through your ears#(411 sq#)

In acknowledging his debt to Greek philosophers 
the poet enlarges on the natural wonders of Greece, which 
he reminds us are nothing in comparison with the master 
minds of her sons*

/
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Her© la waste Charbydia, and here Aetna1a 
rumblings threatened that the angry flames are gathering again, that once more Its 
violent fires bursting forth from Its throat, and once more shoo to the sky the lightnings of its flame« (722 aq,}

For the sake of supporting his argument, the
poet shows how Impossible certain theories would be*

Besides, if all the space In the universe 
stood contained within fixed boundaries on 
all sides and were limited, by this time 
the store of matter would by its solid 
weight have run together from all sides to 
the bottom, nor could anything be done 
under the canopy of heaven, nor would heaven 
exist at all or the sun's light, because assuredly all matter would have been lying 
already In a heap from sinking down through 
infinite ages past* (988 sq, )

The discussion of matter contains an effective 
expression in regard to the sea* "That rivers refill 
the greedy sea with generous flow*” (1031 sq*)

BOOK II,
»

India is represented as being fortified by an 
ivory rampart in this violent hyperbole. "Elephants 
which in their thousands provide an ivory palisade 
about India, so that none may penetrate within*w 
(537 sq.)

ïhe pain of bereavement is represented as an 
eternal wound, "That fatum might not catch him and 
cast him into his jaws and plant an everlasting wound 
in the mother's heart." (637 sq*)



To conclude his argument that Nature Is in**
dependent of the gods, these lines are used*

For I appeal to the holy hearts of the gods* 
which in tranquil peace pass untroubled days 
and a life serene* who Is strong enough to 
rule the sun, who to hold in hand and con
trol the mighty bridle of the unfathomable 
deep?
Who to turn about all the heavens at one 
time and to warm the fruitful worlds with ethereal fires, or to be present in all 
place and at all times, so as to make dark
ness with his clouds and to shake the serene sky with thunder, then to launch lightnings 
and often to shatter his own temples, and 
as he passes away into the wilds to cost 
that bolt in his wrath which often passes 
the guilty by and slays the innocent and undeserving? (1093 sq*)

BOOK III*

In the opening of Book III Epicurus is de
er ibed. "Thee I follow, 0 glory of the Grecian 
race." (3 sq*)

In dismissing the terrors of death, the
Carthaginian forces are exaggeratedt

Therefore death is nothing to us, it 
matters not one jot, since the nature of 
the mind is understood to be mortal l and 
as in time past we felt no distress, while 
from all quarters the Carthaginians were 
coming to the conflict* (833 sq*)

The effects of war are stated vigorously*
When the whole world shaken by the ter
rifying tumult of war shivered and quaked 
under the high heaven* (835 sq*)
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The question or death suggests many possib

ilities: "And that everlasting grief no time shall 
take from our hearts," (907 sq,)

In another tribute to Epicurus tMi figure 
occurs, "Epicurus himself died when the light of life 
had run its course, he whose intellect surpassed 
humanity," (1042 sq,)

Restless human nature is described:
There is one who goes forth often from his 
palace who has been bored to death at home, and then suddenly returns because ho feels 
himself no better abroad. Off he courses, 
driving the nags to his country house in 
headlong haste, as If he were bringing 
urgent help to a blazing pile. (1060 sq.}

And concludes with the following impossi
bility! "Thus each man flees from himself." (1068 sq.)

BOOK V.

Again Epicurus is the subject of an hyperbole*
For if we must speak as this very majesty 
of nature now known to us demands, he was a god, noble Memmius, a god he was, who 
first discovered that reasoned plan of 
life which is now called wlsdon, who by 
his skill brought life out of those tern- 
pesteous billows and that deep darkness, and settled It in such a calm and in a light so clear* (7 sq.)

BOOK VI.

A tribute to Athens and to Epicurus occurs
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at the opening to liook VI i
Athens first gave the sv;eet consolations of 
life when she brought forth a man endowed 
with such wisdom who In past days poured 
forth all revelations from truth telling 
lips I whose glory though he be dead, has' been found almost divine, and long since 
published abroad Is now exalted to the sky, (2 sq.)

SUMMARYi

Of the eighteen hyperboles, five praise Greece 
or her illustrious son Epicurus,

The number of hyperboles decrease as the poet’s 
intensity In his argument Increases, If the figure of 
Hyperbole decreases In frequency as the poet becomes 
more and more intense In his argument. It must be 
because in that Intensity he grows literal and avoids 
artificialities. Yet in alliteration that figure 
increased as the crises approached. Thus we judged the 
alliteration to be unstudied and natural with Lucretius, 
This further explains the dwindling of the hyperboles# 

Although Lucretius In the heat of argument
omits figures, yet In line 411 sq. Book I, the poet/
makes known his intention to use a figurative speechi

This I promise you, 0 Memraius, without much 
more ados so bounteous draughts out of plen«* 
teous springs will my melodious speech pour 
forth from my full mind, that I fear lest 
laggard age may creep over our limbs and break down the barriers of life for us before the whole store of demonstrations on any one matter 
has been poured in my verses through your ears.



APOCOPE

Boole I. Book II.
Line Line
159 Omnibu* 53 orni1186 infantibu' 53 ration!*412 fontibu* 175 oianibu’591 Immutabili * 330 d a r  ia subbi’838 coeuntlbu* 930 sensibu*978 quominu * (6} 975 quibu’

980 ridoniibu’
1979 aliquoiu’ {

Book III. Book ir*

52 manibu* 82 moenibu’198 euru* 466 seusibu*905 privatu* 493 ooloribu*1016 iaetu* 633 cibuf1025 Ancu* 862 animalibu’1238 sopita* 1018 rebu *
1022 aantibu’
1028 corpori *
1035 ornili bu* rebu*1204 virlbu’

» 1210 communi’
1268 opu* (13)

Book V* Book TE.
53 iramortalibu* 29 aortalibu*456 minoribu’ 51 mentibu*627 posterioi-ibu* 98 pugnantibu*824 mentitoti* 195 pendentibu’325 varlantibu* 490 mcntibu’936 falcibu* 550 iapi ’947 claru* 618 ardentibu*949 umori » 804 fervidu*970 subu* 893 sitleutisu'1106 rebu’ 943 marantibu*1164 robu* 972 amari«, *1197

1419
1445

minoribu*
dulcedini *
priu* (14)



C O M P O U N D  A D J E C T I V E S

Book I. Book II*

Line Line
3 frugifere nt is 25 ignifer18 frondíferas 335 aultigenis33 armipotens 343 squamigerum87 circulada ta 359 froniferum95 treaìbunda 368 cornígeras256 frondíferas 537 anguiaanus275 silvlfragis 631 sanguinolenti305 fluetifrago 702 semiferas372 squamlgeris 706 oaniparentls404 mont1vagas 819 fermamente663 aestifer 878 pennipotentum865 alienigenis 1060 multlaodls869 alienigenis 1081 montivagua872 alienigenis 1083 squamigerum874 alienigenis 1106 prlaigenum887 lanígeras 1146 tudilentia945 suaviloí£uentl (16}

Book III. Book IV

11 fioriferis 20 suavlloquenti115 aultifflodis » 180 suavadicis240 sensíferos 582 noctivago245 sensíferos 587 semiferi272 senaifer 966 causidici380 sensíferos 990 patefaetis406 omniaodis 995 expergefacti442 rarefactúa 1071 volgivoga620
751
356

aultiaodis 
comiger 
multimodls (9)

1155 multimodls
/

(16)

(9)



Compound Adjetives (eont’d)
Book V. Book

X»ine Line
190 omnimodis 1
218 borriforum 380
269 oaniparens 582
426 omnimodia 364
433 aitìvoìans 970
469 ignifei* 996
498 ignifer 1091
590 pauxillo 1138
613 aestifer 1237
642 aestiferas
785 viridantl
789 pennipotentua
880 alienígenas
985 spamigeri
996 borriferis
1075 pinnigeri
1191 noctivagae
1302 anguimanus (18}

VI.

frugiparos
igniferi
versabanda
roriferisbarbigeras
muitiaodis
mortifera®
sortiferlanígeras



ARCHAISM AND COLLOQUIALISM FOUND IN LUCRETIUS

Book I«
Line
I Aeneadua

Line
453 aqual

10 patefactast 462 fateadumst
26 Memiadae 464 Tyndaridem
29 moenena 465 Troilungenas
29 militai 465 videadumst41 patriai 469 aliut aliut82 indugredi 477 Graiugenarum84 Trivial 504 repertast
85 Iphlanaasai 506 necessest86 Danaum 511 iuanest
33 profusast 512 necessest
96 dedactast 516 material97 Hymenaeo 525 distinctuast
111 timendurast 539 necessest
112 animal 549 aevom
146 neeessest 532 material
205 fa tendu®st 565 material
207 proferrier 571 queant212 terrai 577 nullast
249 material 579 necessest
251 terrai 583 aevora
269 neeeasest 586 natural
283 aqua! 607 necessest
285 aqua! 624 necessest
302 neeeasest 659 viai
307 aqual 672 oil is
308 nisumst 684 itast
316 saxea 710 vertier
360 tantundenst 713 liquor!
362 afficiurast 725 flamraai
364 raagnumst 743 reliquont
377 receptumst 790 necessest
382 dicundumst 795 necessest ,
385 necessest 796 convertier
389 necessest 802 autarier
395 denserier 825 necessest
399 necessest 833 facliest
404 feral 834 quo®
406 vial 837 sanguen
415 vital 853 sanguen
418 pertexere 860 sanguen



Lin« line
868 neeessest 183 superest872 neeessest 188 summit
880 repulsumat 190 deorsum
905 celarier 194 saoguia
916 materiai 205 sest951 materiai 211 corserit952 aevom 225 potesse953 surnmai 231 neeessest954 repertuxast 243 neeessest
959 finiturast 24? sest
974 neeessest 249 rial
998 suarnai 266 materiai
990 materiai 272 similest
997 nullast 281 materiai

1001 materiai 284 neeessest1016 ho rai 294 materia!
1017 materiai 302 naturai
1030 contactast 305 materiai
1035 materiai 350 c lue re
1041 viai 362 queunt1047 fngai 365 quant
1049 neeessest 368 norunt
1051 iaateriai 376 neeessest
1059 nitier 392 divora
1113 materiai 423 creatast
1116 aatarai (110) 425 repertast

436 natast
442 neeessest

Book n . 445 neeessest
434 itemst

52 purpursai 456 neeessest
62 materiai 459 indupedita
69 fluere 468 neeessest
79 vital 477 haerescere
80 primordia 490 formai
83 neeessest 491 superest
86 corflixere 516 remensumst
89 materiai 526 materiai
94 probatumst 529 materia!
102 indupedita 544 materiai
124 nolltiai 561 alvoa
127 materiai 562 materiai
142 materiai 569 queunt
167 materiai 575 illie
168 deura 577 secutast



Line Line

598 demm 131 hanaoniai
600 graliua 142 animusquest
601 biimngos 150 animal
604 adlunxere 161 animal
606 claxere 166 fatendmmst
623 conterrere 175 necessest
646 necessest 186 operest
664 aqmal 193 material
666 material 198 movere
710 necessest 254 animal
721 necessest 263 secernier
7 £5 necessest 271 ollis
735 material 278 creatasi
737 material 281 proporrast
741 dispexere 282 necessest
751 nece sost 306 sltast
765 raaraoreo 310 putandmmst
850 quod 314 necessest
861 necessest 316 nequeo
899 aaterlai 322 dis
903 smeti 341 animal
915 necessest 344 animal
927 vertier 348 conimnetast
955 rellqui 361 diffteileat
959 dlscutere 383 arane1
963 material 392 animal
975 factmast 396 vital
1002 material 397 animal
1003 ollis » 399 animal
1019 material 406 animal
1029 mirarier 412 or bei
1052 putandmmst 415 aliqmol
1057 material 427 aqmai
1063 terral 443 cohiberier
1084 fatendmmst 455 animal
1089 generatlast 470 necessest
1092 dis (101) 472 mterqmest

484 queunt
498 viai

Book III* 499 animal
513 aecmmst

67 cunctarier 532 habendast
83 amicltlal 536 animal
91 necessest 580 viai
100 grai 593 necessest



Lind
59ö
6 SO
623
624
633
644
643
650
667
668
670
674
677
689
691
693
713
766
787
802
819
823
838
844
855
862
870
881
888
905
912
914
926
928
933
937
941
962
965
998

1009
1034
1037
1061
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animal
artubus
gignier
animaIst
animal
artubus
reliquo
abstraxe
divisasi
putandumst
animal
operest
neeessest
gelida!
putandumst
putandumst
animal
necesseat
dispositumst
putandumst
habe mast
queamus
animal
detraetast
material
futurumst
indignarier
lllim
aalumst
supere st
dlseubuere
hoaullis
putandumst
material
operest
perfluxere
offensust
neeessest
necesseat
inanest
congerere
Soipla&as
Heliconiadum
pertaesurast (93)

Book IV.
Line
43 mittler 
50 quoi
50 nominitandast
69 formal
70 tndupediri
71 queunt 
79 scaenai 
99 necesseat
118 putandumst 
121 necessuast 
174 nemost 
195 superest 
197 queant 
211 aquäl 
216 neeessest 
232 necesseat 
256 habendusmst 
289 mirarier
317 eonvertier
318 indugredi 
321 illlno 
326 magnast 
367 indugredi 
369 suemus 
432 contrudere 
437 obnitier 
445 labier 
490 diviast 
499 verumst
512 paratast
513 paravast
520 neeessest
521 ortast 
526 fatendumst 
533 dubiumst 
537 aignai 
540 neeessest
553 spatiumst
554 neeessest 
558 neeessest 
586 agricolum 
590 loquortur



Line Line
595 superest 35 Atlanteum
596 nequeunt 43 purgatüjast
618 aquai 44 tunst
634 amarumst 44 insinuandum
649 necesaest 51 digaarier
653 necesaest 53 di via
665 aliquast 64 superest
674 necesaest 67 material
676 putandumst 69 lunai
699 saxea 82 aevom
707 generest 88 queat
713 fugai 89 nequeat
761 potitast 91 superest
768 superest 147 ullis
773 putandumst 165 desperest
778 elarandumst 172 aevom
783 terrast 21 avidei
814 mi rumst 206 superest
827 queamus 208 vital
835 na turnst 211 terrai
837 creatast 226 aeeumst
847 parmai 229 adhibendast
852 credier 235 terrao
877 queamus 261 superest
879 protrüdere 264 aquai
889 facilest 302 putandumst
920 animal 331 naturast
922 putandumst 335 repertast
925 animal 343 necesaest
934 tundier 351 aecessest
944 animal 352 respuere
946 queat 353 queat
959 animal 354 material
1006 necesaest 365 naturast
1058 auternst 405 Graiurn
1075 purast 406 material
1217 superaturnst 416 material
1230 similest 418 lunai
1232 sivest 427 aevom
1251 Hymenaeis 431 terrai
1283 superest {83} 465 labier

531 necesaest
533 pedetemtim

Book V. 557 animal
588 perparvom

23 ferere 602 aquai
28 Geryonai 610 roaea

32 Hesperldum 619 annua



Line
620
643
654
656
679
710
713
716
720
726
727
729
730
731
735
739
742
747
752
753
762
765
766
769
771
832
833
838
855
859
879
881
839
934
946
976
979
984
1023
1043
1056
1074
1089
1099
1124
1145
1150
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oausast
Line
1154 faeilest

puiandumst 1168 difficilest
eoavertere 1180 haut
roseam 1198 ullast
eonseque 1199 vertier
minutatira 1218 divu®
pi lai 1227 induperatorem
volvier 1241 superest
pila! 1241 repertunst
pila! 1282 faeilest
ehaldaeum 1291 ollis
nequest 1298 moderarier
aaplectier 1305 alid
aequeat 1312 moderarier
diffieilest 1351 ferrumst
via! 1379 imitarier
aquilerum 1387 dia
hiemps 1431 aevom
putandumst 1440 aevom (117
quest
quest
aequeat Book 71.
perlabier
aequeat 5 genuere
superasi 16 eogei
aliut 18 corrumpier
aliut 21 explerier
conatast 31 neeessest
necassest 42 pertexere
tutata 45 neeessest
queuat 52 di vom
potissit 56 aevom
lanutire 65 nequeat
molirler 71 deum
a qual 206 neeessest
rosea 208 ollis
mirarier 209 neeessest
saxea £16 neeessest
misererier 246 gignler
desiperest 246 putaadumst
taatoperest 262 putandumst
equas 272 neeessest
aecumst 291 vertier
fiamma 1 297 igneus
visi 306 plumbea
aevorn 320 supernest
aevom 331 faeilest
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Line line
336 plagast 774 vital
369 necessest 800 aquai
375 mirumst 807 gignier
381 Tyrrhera 809 terrai
389 quo1quest 814 vital
409 queaaus 844 terrast
414 necessest 854 aquai
423 facilest 857 queat
448 necessest 861 ratlost
453 indupedita 863 aquai
458 eoortast 872 aquai
475 olila 874 aquai
489 mirurast 890 marist
497 aquai 890 aquai
532 perfaellest 897 taedai
535 terrai 901 accendier
540 terrai 905 putandumst
541 putandumst 913 iaetarier
550 viai 917 firmandumst
552 aquai 922 necessest
556 iaetarier 940 necessest
586 animai 974 venumst
591 animai 1002 necessest
614 guttai 1010 indupedita
632 coniunctast 1020 aliunde
633 aquai 1022 queat
647 Hi ace 1060 inpellier
647 latest 1072 aquai
687 olila 1073 alivom
693 animal 1095 necessest
697 fatencumst 1101 naetast
741 iapasiturnst 1130 necessest
754 Gralum 1276 dlvom
772 incutere

(92)

Roughly, all these examples fall into a few
/

classes:
1* Combinations like patefaetast: (patefacta est) 

or necessest: (necesse est) are colloquial 
rather than antiquated. 2

2. Final ai endings: oa endings: ier infinitives: 
etc.
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3* Use of odd spellings, and odd expressions.
Archaism is hard to define; what is current 

in this generation may be moutmoded in the next. Did 
Lucretius consciously use archaistic expressions in his 
striving for effect? I think he did, but not because he 
liked archaism as such, rather because he regarded his 
archaisms as forceful expressions, adding something to his 
story, since he needed all of the resources he could obtain. 
At the very outset he had had to confess the inadequacy of 
Latin. Hence, naturally, he drew upon every possible source 
to add power to his expression.

Endings in -om in the genitive plural were 
found in early Latin, and later in -urn* These were retained 
in words for colas or measures. (Buck, Comparative Greek 
and Latin Grammar p. 182). Infinitives ending in -ier occur 
48 times in I&cretlus. Cartault says that the form occurs 
9 times in Bk. I*, 2 in Bk. II., 5 In III., 9 in IV., 14 in 
V., 9 in VI. The distribution Is accidental. (Merrill, 3. 
67 note p. 482) In the early poets this use is frequent, 
and la the later ones it is a common archaism, used both for 
the sake of metre and euphony. Compound adjectives like 
Graiiugenarum are not per se archaisms, but they stem from 
the compound adjective so common in Homer. They trace back

to writers like Snnlus and L. Andronicus, who first 
introduced Graecism into Latin. They may be regarded as
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archaisms, although like the infinitive in -ier they 
enjoyed a considerably wide use among poets, who were 
interested in meter and onomatopoia.

Merrill explains that indugredi I, 8S is used 
for ingredi which would not suit the metre? likewise in 
4, 367 indupedita in 1, S40| and induperatorem in 5, 1E27, 

Traces of the old form appear in indigeo, indigena
and indoles.



AN A3STHETIC 3TTJDY OF LUCKEIIUS

Those who already know and love Luc retiua will
prefer to read his figures of speech in their natural
setting and in his own magnificent poem. Others
perhaps will discover his greatness and charm at least
in part from the preceding dissertation»

It is chiefly as a philosopher, less as a poet,
and least of all as a great figurative writer that he
has been, studied» The present study is not interested
in philosophy, and not in his poetry primarily hut rather
in it as a vehicle for his figures»

Lucretius wrote, not so much to convert the
politician Memmius, nor to entertain the intellectual
aristocracy of Rome, but rather to please and express
his own poetic soul* His genius has often been enthu-

*

siasticaily praised, but the praise has been confined 
to the outstanding poetic passages as the preludes to 
the first two books, or the discourses on the nothing
ness of death at the close of Book HI; the vanity of 
love covering the last two hundred and fifty lines of 
Book IY; and the history of mankind that forms the 
last half of Book V» laicretius shows an artistic 
mastery of figures though sometimes less attractively,
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in the didactic parts of his poem. The poem is an 
organic unity* Readers who fail to comprehend it as 
such will have missed more than half its greatness.
Had Lucretius lived a few years longer, his great poem 
would have been revised* His chief defects are im
perfect transitions, redundancies, loose ends and 
carelessly written sentences, These do not impair 
seriously the progress of his argument, or the splendor 
of his poetry, neither do they hinder his vision of 
Nature, Although Lucretius contributed nothing to the 
doctrine of his Master Epicurus, he transformed its 
emotional quality from the "dull leaden prose of Epicurus 
into gleaming poetic gold,"*- There have been poets of a 
finer artistry, of a more genial wisdom and of far more 
varied emotional experiences* None, however, before or 
since, except Dante, and Leopardi at times, have shown 
themselves masters of a .style in which a great philosophical 
and scientific poem could be written, The material of his 
poem is intellectually and morally of universal interest. 

Constant Martha quoting the line »Quae quoniam 
rerun naturam sola gubernas," praises Lucretius say in..:

Aussi, avec quelle admiration et quel saint 
transport il lTinvoque et la eeiebrei A son 
approche 1 funivers est en fete, le peuple 
infini dea etres tresaaille 1*insensible mtiere 
elle-mene se pare en son honueun, et le poete 1

1. Trevelyan, Lucretius, Introduction XIII*
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enthousiaste, comme s’il voulait, lui aussi
remplir dignement un role dans la celebration 
de cette fete universelle et meler aux fleurs, 
aux parfums, et aux muets hommages de le nature 
inintelligente les plus belles offrandes de 
l’humaine raison, vers aux pieds de cette 
puissenee dlvinsee tous les trésors de son genie. 
Mais quelle traduction donnera l’idee de cette 
simple magnificence? C’est le moment de noua 
rappeler les mots de Lucrèce lui-meme distant 
a son raatre: "lion ita certandi cupidua quam 
propter aisorem, Quod te imita ri avec* quid eaim 
contendat hirundo Cyneis?" (111# 5 )2 3

Again in speaking of Tc^us as the mother of
the Homans Constant Martha states;

Tenus, mere des Homans, ame dur monte 
politique, est aussi l’ame de la nature.
Le debut du poeme se comprend mieux s’il 
renferme une allusion a Cycnls? (111, 5 j*5
Quis potis est dignura pollenti pectore 
carmen coudere pro rerum maiestate hisque 
repertis? V* 1*2,

Mr. Else in quoting the above expresses the 
truth in these lines. He likewise states that it is 
unfair to the real excellence of Lucretius to slice his 
philosophy into purple patches containing the Muses’ 
charm and long grey flats of exposition.4

fo ¿judge Lucretius as a poet by his contempories 
or from a Christian standpoint is difficult. His

2. Martha, Constant ie Poeme de lucreee Chapter IT.
p. 62

3. Martha, Constant Le Poeme de Lucreee Appendix
p. 359

4« Gerald Frank Else, "Lucretius and the Aesthetic
Attitude" Harvard Studies of Classical Philology. 
Tol.
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sincerity and honesty of purpose are unquestioned. The 
futility of current religious belief to satisfy human 
desire is pathetically expressed in indignant comment: 
"taatura religio potuit suadere fflaioruia,,.&

Lucretius wrote while the didactic tradition was
still generally accepted. He wrote in verse because the
early philosophers had composed wholly in verse, fhis was
a time when reading and writing were not general, and
rhythm seemed to aid memory. His language is so vigorous
that one thinks that some personal experience inspired
him. His purpose is wholly sincere whatever we think of
his argument. It is true that the poet, whose task was to
describe rather than to prophecy, does not emphasize the
note of optimism.' Yet when he says that some of the arts
"are even not in the process of growth” he has committed
himself to the full theory.»

Our poet possessed the gift which belongs to a 
great poet only, to unite thought and words in a way 
to stimulate the inner eye to see and the inner ear to 
hear, fhere is a strong personal attraction in lucretius 
and by his chivalrous boldness It draws us to him. , One 
who studies him intelligently feels drawn by his charm 
even through waste and desert places. 5

5. lucretius, Book I, 101.
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It is impossible to make a study of the De Rerum 

Nature without seeing that our poet shows an excellent 
knowledge of Rhetoric, One Tory cnarocteristic feature 
of the poem in point of literary treatment, is his 
admirable power of illustration by which he can bring 
home to us a scientific doctrine through figures of 
speech.

Lucretius illustrates by figures that the atoms 
are eternally in motion, even though matter appears to 
our eyes to be at rest. An example would be woolly 
flocks creeping up the hillside, and the lambs at play, 
all of which appear to us from a distance to be blended 
into one "like a white spot resting on the green hill.” 
(Bk. II. 316)

As a youth it is probable that he heard the
lectures of Philodemus. In those lectures the author

*

dwells much in the validity of carefully chosen analogy, 
for the field of the unobservable— in evolutionary cosmo
logy, in atomic theory, and in psychology— metaphor and 
simile have always been and always will be fruitful 
tools of science. The figures present such indelible 
pictures that the argument which they carry cannot be 
forgotten. To realize their vital function in the 
argument one may recall; the race horse leaping forward 
at the gong, the birds that start singing with the first
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ray of moraine light, the particles of dust flitting in 
a shaft of sunlight, the sudden glory of the dawn, the 
seagulls screaming over the whitecaps, the cow in the 
pasture when her calf is taken from her, and the dog 
barking at dreams or deceived by an imagined scent.

Materialism has been called an unpoetic and
unaeathetic theme. To us it may be, but to a Roman like•*
Lucretius, brought up amidst polytheism and the nursery 
tales that masqueraded as cosmology it was freedom. He 
had found a theme of the highest poetic worth, the epic 
story of the origins of life« Vergil who half rejected 
his arguments still was poet enough to see that Lucretius 
had discovered the sublimes! of all poetic themes— "fell* 
¡jut potuit cGgnoseere naturam rerueu'’ He was an idealist 
and it was from the Greeks that he received his inspiration 
and his aesthetic love of beauty.

Lucretius is an aesthetic artist, although there 
are some features which the ancients would regard as 
artistic, whereas the modems would see la them examples 
of natural power. Latin Roman poetry was in its infancy.
In one sense, this did not matter; there was all Greek 
poetry to draw on, and our genius starts with the fountain 
head. The great description of the Homeric heaven inspired 
his aesthetic taste as other poets in their turn;
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Apparent divom numen sedeaque quietae, 
quas noque eoneutiaat vonii nee au'olla numbis 
aspergunt neque nix aeri concrete pruins cans 
cadens viola i, semperque lonubilus aether 
integit, et large diffuse lumine rldent.

With regard to the choice of words, the most
casual reader is at once impressed by his extreme
archaism« He rejects Cicero, in prose, Catullus, in
verse— and harks back to Ennius, Again Lacretins is at
least as fond of assonance and alliteration as either
Ennius or Catullus, Hence the effective alliteration in
such Lucretian lines as "taagnos lianibus dive lie re monte3
multaque vivendo vitalia vineere saeela*"6 Later in Book
III "mortalem vitam mors cum immortalis ademit,"7 Iueretius
is full of happy alliances of usual words combined to
produce unusual effect* We may think first, perhaps, of
the "flamuantia moenia isuuidi," in which a familiar adjective
and an equally familiar substsntUe unite to express all»
the majesty in the flaming ra ¡parts of the universe. In 
the same class is the collocation of two simple substantives, 
"fiamraai flosf!—  suggesting, almost literally, the "flowering 
of the lonely word"— in a metaphor still fresh for Lucretius, 
if, later, the flower of fire was to be over worked by 
Swinburne• Our poet has many striking compounds, whether

6* Bk, I» <501 sq.

7. Bk. III. 869
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Ionian, as "laetificua," or probably of his own coinage, 
as "silvifragus," "fluetifragus," "eaeci-genus, " "noctivagus, " 
"levlsomnus," and cany others, to most of which it would 
be difficult to refuse the title of "beautiful."

Among the "deliciae vitae" Lucretius specifies 
"Carmina, pictures et daedala signa";° and in acre than 
one place, he writes, with sympathetic admiration of the 
charm of instrumental music, "Misaea raele per chor das 
organic! quae Hobilitous digltis expergefacta figurant."8 9 
The delicate appreciation of the paintings, statues, gems, 
vases, etc. either brought to Home as the spoils of conquest, 
or seen in their original home ay educated Homans, traveling 
for pleasure or employed In the puolic service, was not with
out effect in calling forth the aesthetic literary taste 
of our great poet.

"The music of Lucretius is altogether his own. As 
»

he was the first among his country men who contemplated 
in a reverential spirit the majesty of Mature and the more 
solemn meaning of life, so he was the first to call out 
the full rhythmical majesty and depp organ tones of the 
Latin language, to embody in sound the spiritual emotions

8. V. 1451

9. II. 418
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stirred by that contemplation.

The poetical style of haerettus is, like his 
rhythm* a true and powerful symbol of his genius.
Although his diction is naxuh less studied than that of 
Virgil, yet his abundant use of alliterations, assonances, 
asyndeta, etc#, shows that he consciously aimed at 
producing certain effects by recognized rhetorical means# 
The skills or tricks of rhetoric Md a great attraction for 
Lucretius which is very noticeable in his style, yet he can 
not be called a slave of rhetorical forms# His purpose is 
to emphasize thought# Such phrases as "sed casta inceste”, 
"immortalia mortal!," etc#, are no play of words, but the 
tersest phrase in which an impressive antithesis of thought 
can be presented, The mannerisms of his style, while 
frequently archaic, afford evidence of the fertility of
his genius. It is not in the individual phrases, however

-»*

fresh and powerful, out In continuous passages, that the 
power of his 3tyle is best seen# Continuity, consistency, 
and a kind of gathering intensity characterize his mind# 
Virgil’s movement displays the majesty of grace and 
serenity; that of Lucretius the majesty of power and large
ness of mind#

In conclusion, few great poets have been more

10. W# Y. Sellar, The Roman Poets of the Republic. 
P# 389-90.



sparine in poetical ornament# The grandest imagery
which he strides out, and the finest pictures which he
paints are immediately suggested by his subject* The
earnestness of his speculative and practical purpose
restrains ail exuberance of fancy* But it is in
describing actual scenes and actual aspects of human
life that Lucretius chiefly employs his power of poetical
conception and expression* He looks upon the world with
an eye which discerns beneath the outward appearances of
things the presence of Mature in her attributes both of
majesty and of genial all-penetrating life,— as at once
"Magna Mater" and the "Alma Mater" of all living things*
She appears to his imagination not as an abstraction, or
a vast aggregate of forces and laws, but as a living Power,
whose processes are on an infinitely grander scale, but are
yet analogous to the active and moral energies of man* He»
shows the same sympathy with this life of Mature, the same 
vivid sense of wonder and aelight in her familiar aspects, 
the same imaginative perception of her secret agency, 
which led the early Greek mind to people the world with 
the living forma of the old mythology, and which have been 
felt anew by reeent poets*

Therefore all natural life according to Lucretius 
is endowed with a poetical Interest, as being a new 
manifestation of the creative energy, which is the fountain
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of all aesthetic beauty and delight in the world»

/



CONCLUSION:

The slmllea cannot easily be classified by 
subject matter# Lucretius does not use stereotyped 
material but expressions taken from every day objects 
of nature# Considering the length of the poem he does 
not repeat a great deal, except In definitions of mat
ter; there the nature of the subject compels it# One 
of his favorite similes is first found in Book II in 
which the poet praises the value of scientific know
ledge and discloses his purpose in the study of na
tural phenomena, it runs thus:

For even as children tremble and fear all things in blind darkness, so we in the light 
fear, at times, things that are no whit more 
to be feared, than what children shiver at 
in the dark and Imagine to be at hand# This 
terror of the mind, therefore, and this gloom 
must be dispelled, not by the sunfs rays nor 
by the bright beams of the daylight, but by 
the aspect and law of nature# (II, 55 sq#}

Lucretius realised that the Roman people were 
unfamiliar with his subject so he used simple compar
isons to Interpret his ideas# Among the eighty-three 
similes found in the six books of the De Rerum Nature 
the poet revealed himself as an accurate observer of 
the facts of nature#

Lucretius was an appreciative Greek student, 
and exemplifies in the vast number of Metaphors which
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he uses in his Be Rerum liatura, some Homeric ten
dencies toward the compound adjective* some notable 
terse examples are found in Book I, as "ship-carrying 
sea" (3): "mountain-ranging quarry" (405); "night 
thundering regions of the sky" (521) and Book VI, 
"truth-telling lips»" (6)

The scientific theories in Book II are made 
clear by many metaphorical expressions. The speed of 
atoms is shown by the analogy of the speed of light 
(II, 142), Light is likewise discussed by the use of 
many Metaphors, In line 281 of Book V the continual 
supply of sun light is compared to the flow of a 
fountain* Later the sun and moon are said "to shoot 
out light and stars" (V, 302)*

Lucretius argues that the knowledge of natural 
science would correct the prevalent superstitious fear* 
Thunder and lightning were of great concern to him in 
the matter of the m e h  feared portents. We find that 
from line 83 to 386 in Book VI twelve metaphors are used 
to give a natural explanation of thunder and lightning.

Reasonable accuracy has been attained in 
Alliteration by discarding elaborate fractions* In 
checking, the count runs as follows: Book I, considering 
it 1145 lines, has 188 examples with an average of 1 in 
every 6.1 lines; Book II of 1174 lines had 301 examples



with an. average of 1 in every 3.9 lines; Book III of 
1094 lines has 348 examples with an average of 1 in 
every 3.1 lines; Book IV having 1287 lines has 383 
examples or 1 in every 3.3 lines; Book V of 1457 lines 
has 444 examples or 1 in every 3.2 lines; Book VI of 
1236 lines has 375 examples or 1 in every 3.4 lines.
The six books containing 7,443 lines, records a result 
of 2,309 examples, with an average of 1 in every 3.6 lines.

Alliteration is often thought of as an artlflcai 
figure. It is tremendously effective. It soothes and 
lulls the sensibilities and this frame of mind one more 
readily receives what the author wishes him to learn.
In Latin it is sonorous and stern, and its rhythms are 
very masculine even while they soothe. In Book III, we 
find the highest percentage of alliteration, in Book I 
the least*

The total number of figures of metonymy is notice
ably smaller than the number of figures found in the 
preceding chapters. In all there are forty-two examples, 
which show that the figure of metonymy occurs about one 
fourth as frequently as the metaphor to which it is closely 
related.

Artistic figures of personification of Mature are 
found throughout the poem. In Book II, Lucretius says,
"the weather smiles and the year besprinkles the green

14 E
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herbage with flowers*" In the fifty-one examples 
seventeen refer to Mature, five to Religion» and the 
rest to various subjects* We find the greatest number 
of examples of personification in Book 7, and the least 
in Book VI*

Ittcratlus made some use of litotes* His appeal 
to the patriotism and the family pride of Memmlus in 
Book I* 49 sq.* is a notable example* Scientific dis
cussions are used by the poet in examples to express the 
origin* composition and properties of matter in Books I 
and II. Reflections on death and the desire for continued 
life In this world are the subjects chosen in Book III. 
Natural phenomena continues to be the subject of the 
greatest number of litotes in Books four* five and six.
In all fifty-six examples are found. This number is ratner
surprising as Lucretius was not a man given to understate-

*

meat. Understatement often has an underlying tone of irony 
which was not very prominent in Lucretius. He was too 
straightforward* for example* when he is angry at Religion 
as in Book I* he does not approach the topic indirectly* 
but directly* saying* "Man’s life lay prostrate ux>on the 
ground* crushed beneath the weight of Religion*"

The number of hyperboles decreases as the poet’s 
intensity in his argument increases.
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Of the eighteen hyperboles, five praise Greece, 
or her illustrious sou Epicurus*

Iueretlus, true poet that he is, makes much use 
of figurative language* At the same time he never loses 
sight of his subject and in his artistic, forceful manner 
makes every figure contribute to the argument of his De 
Rerum Hatura*

/
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